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From the Editor’s Desk:

IRANIAN WOMEN’S RIGHTS & the Constitution
Discrimination against women remains prevalent in Iran.
Women still do not have custody of their children.
Compulsory veiling is still enforced.
Domestic violence is insuﬃciently condemned by law.
With regard to inheritance, a man is still entitled to twice as much a woman.
In an Iranian court, a woman’s evidence is worth half that of a man’s.
Women cannot transmit citizenship to their children or a non-citizen spouse.

By: Sholeh Shams Shahbaz

Let’s take a brief look at the Iranian Constitution
from a human rights perspective & how its
articles address the status of women. While
the framers of the current Constitution claimed
that equal rights would be granted to men &
women, the Constitution subjugates women
to sharia law & emphasizes the role of women
as wives & mothers, reviving traditional views regarding the status
of women as second-class citizens.

Right to Her Body
In Iran, a woman’s right to her body is heavily threatened by
the government’s enforcement of mandatory hijab (chador),
rampant sexual harassment, violence inside & outside the home,
honor killings, & a range of other gender-based crimes. Women
are being raped by their husbands, yet they have no recourse or
legal means to defend their body because according to Sharia
law, husbands have the right to demand their marital sexual
rights with or without wife’s consent.
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Freedom of Movement
According to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, one
of the fundamental human rights is the right to freedom of
movement. Married Iranian women can’t even leave the country
without their husband’s permission. In fact, in September the
captain of Iran’s female football (soccer) team, Niloufar Ardalan,
couldn’t play in an international tournament in Malaysia
because her husband forbade her from traveling.
Marriage
In Iran, marriage laws empower the husband to have multiple
wives. In the Islamic Republic civil code, the legal age of marriage
in Iran is 13 for girls & 15 for boys. However, the same act allows
girls below 13 & boys below 15 to be married with the consent of
their father or the permission of a court judge. Forced marriage
is still the norm & a wife’s right to work & travel is restricted.
Iranian women can best protect their rights when getting
married by entering into a marriage contract stipulating their
own “Shoroot Zemn Aghd” (prenuptial agreement), which are
a series of conditions that can be added to a marriage contract to
supplement state laws.
Divorce
The Iranian legal & judicial system has established an unequal
system of divorce that privileges men. It is extremely difficult
for women in Iran to get a divorce, because they have to prove
to a judge that they are in immediate danger or are subject to
frequent domestic violence. In situations where women are
granted a divorce the Iranian court system automatically grants
custody of children older than seven to the father, thus making
the divorce process less than equal for women.
Higher Education & the Job Market
Iranian women comprise 49.72% of the population, are highly
educated, represent over 60% of the country’s university
applicants but they lack access to jobs. certain roles are closed
to women. Over the summer of 2017, the Iranian Central Bank
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advertised various positions intended for university graduates.
It stated whether the job in question was open to men &
women – or to men only. Of the 47 vacancies, 36 were “men
only” & 11 were available to both genders. The logic behind
the distinction was unclear. For some reason, men & women
can join the “statistics” section of the Central Bank – but the
“accounting” department is men only. Women can apply for a
post in the “administration of education” department, but not
in “public administration”. A woman can be accepted by the
“medical administration” section, yet only men are entrusted
with “IT management”. Female workers are also paid less than
their male peers, especially in factories, & many women must
work two jobs to make ends meet.
It is an open secret that a rising number of women from fragile
socioeconomic backgrounds have turned to sex work to earn
higher wages, both online & on the streets.
Access to Leadership
While the Iranian Constitution does not contain any laws barring
women from holding top leadership posts in the government, the
regime put into place a number of laws, practices, & government
bodies to reinforce traditional gender roles & bar women from
entering positions of leadership, including the presidency &
positions as judges. This erratic approach extends into the
world of politics. Women are allowed to run for parliament
& the 290-seat House currently has nine female members (a
mere three per cent of the total). President Hassan Rouhani has
made an important gesture by appointing a handful of female
ministers: the most senior, Masoumeh Ebtekar, serves as one
of Iran’s 12 vice-presidents. But every time a woman has tried
to run for president, she has always been turned down by the
Guardian Council, a powerful committee of old men which vets
all candidates for public office.
So Iranian women must contend with countless ceilings – some
made of stone, & others of the very visible glass of the law itself.
Issue 123, Summer 1397 / 2018
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Narges Mohammadi is Awarded the 2018
ANDREI SAKHAROV PRIZE
By: Nayereh Tohidi

a professor of gender & women‘s studies&
director of Middle Eastern & Islamic studies at California State University–
Northridge

Narges Mohammadi, one of Iran’s most dedicated advocates
of human rights & most courageous prisoners of conscience was
awarded the Andrei Sakharov Prize by the American Physical
Society in April 2018.

As reported in the Newsletter of the APS, two
physicists were recognized for their human
rights work. The APS Andrei Sakharov Prize is
awarded on even years to one or more scientists
for their leadership & accomplishments in
advocating for human rights. The 2018 award,
presented at the APS conference in Columbus, Ohio, recognizes
Ravi Kuchimanchi & Narges Mohammadi. The award
announcement about Ravi Kuchimanchi highlighted his work
with the Association for India’s Development (AID), a group
he founded. AID works with marginalized groups in India,
providing support in diverse fields, from agriculture & the
environment to health care & human rights.
Narges Mohammadi was recognized “for her leadership in
campaigning for peace, justice, & the abolition of the death
penalty & for her unwavering efforts to promote the human
rights & freedoms of the Iranian people.” Mohammadi is
currently serving a 16-year prison sentence in Iran for criticizing
the Iranian judicial system’s treatment of minorities & other
violations of human rights.
Nayereh Tohidi, a professor of gender & women’s studies &
director of Middle Eastern & Islamic studies at California State
University - Northridge, accepted the award on her behalf.
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• “Compulsory hijab is a violent policy against women,” declared Mohammadi in 2014.
In her statement read by Tohidi, Mohammadi expressed her
unwavering dedication to promoting human rights in Iran &
acknowledged the strength this recognition gives her in her
continued struggle.
Andrei Sakharov Prize
Launched in 2006 by the American Physical Society & named
after Russian scientist & dissident Andrei Sakharov this prize,
awarded every other year, honors & recognizes outstanding
leadership &/or achievements of scientists in upholding human
rights. The Prize consists of $10,000 & an allowance for travel to
the meeting of the Society at which the Prize will be presented.
Another Iranian physicist, Mr. Omid Kokabee was awarded the
Andrei Sakharov Prize in 2014. Like Ms. Narges Mohammadi,
Mr. Kokabee too was in Evin prison during the reception of this
Prize. Kokabee was honored “For his courage in refusing to use
his physics knowledge to work on projects that he deemed harmful to
humanity, in the face of extreme physical & psychological pressure.”
Due to being in prison, Ms. Mohammadi could not attend the
meeting of APS nor could her family members come to the
US to accept the Prize due to President Trump’s travel ban
against Iranians. Thus, an advocate of human rights & friend of
Issue 123, Summer 1397 / 2018
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• K. Cole
Narges Mohammadi, Professor Nayereh Tohidi was invited to
APS meeting to accept the Prize on behalf of Ms. Mohammadi
& deliver her acceptance speech on April 15-16. Another human
rights advocate & a physicist, Dr. Hadi Ghaemi, Executive
Director of the Center for Human Rights in Iran (CHRI), joined
Prof. Tohidi during the press conference on April 15 to converse
with reporters about the situation of Ms. Mohammadi.
Why is Narges Mohammadi in Prison?
Narges Mohammadi, born in Zanjan & now 45 years old, has
a physics degree from Iran’s Imam Khomeini University. In
2009, she was dismissed from her job as an engineer with the
Iran Engineering Inspection Corporation & imprisoned due
to her public advocacy of women’s & human rights. Narges
Mohammadi was not allowed to communicate regularly with
her eleven-year-old twins—a girl, Kiana & a boy, Ali. In July 2016,
Mohammadi had to go on hunger strike to force the authorities
to allow her to speak to her children on the phone. The last time
Mohammadi’s children were able to visit her was June 2015.
After her arrest, they joined their father Taghi Rahmani in Paris,
where he lives as a refugee. Mohammadi’s husband, Rahmani, is
a former political prisoner & had to flee Iran to avoid yet another
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arrest. Many human rights organizations inside & outside Iran
have condemned the baseless & illegitimate imprisonment
of Narges Mohammadi & called for her immediate release,
including the Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch,
the Observatory for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders;
The Nobel Women Initiative; & the Defenders of Human Rights
Center.
Following, for instance, is what Amnesty International wrote
about Narges in March 2018:
“Narges Mohammadi is a distinguished & passionate defender
of human rights. She was vice-president of the Center for
Human Rights Defenders (CHRD) which reported on violations
of human rights in Iran, provided pro-bono legal representation
to political prisoners, & support to their families before it was
forcibly closed by the Iranian authorities in December 2008. The
Center was co-founded with prominent human rights attorneys,
including Iran’s Nobel Peace Prize laureate Shirin Ebadi. Narges
Mohammadi also founded the organization Step by Step to Stop
Death Penalty in Iran.
Narges Mohammadi has paid more than most for her human
rights activism. She has suffered years of harassment &
Issue 123, Summer 1397 / 2018
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intimidation from the Iranian authorities & has been in & out
of prison for over a decade. She is currently serving a total of 16
years in prison. She was convicted of several unsubstantiated
national security charges including “membership of an illegal
organization whose aim is to harm national security” for founding
the Step by Step to Stop Death Penalty; “spreading propaganda
against the system;” & “assembly & collusion against national
security.” The “evidence” used against her included her media
interviews; participating in gatherings outside prisons before
executions to support the families of death row prisoners; her
connections with other human rights defenders, such as Nobel
Laureate Shirin Ebadi; & her meeting with Catherine Ashton,
the former European Union’s High Representative for Foreign
Affairs & Security Policy on International Women’s Day & other
women human rights defenders in March 2014. She is a prisoner
of conscience, imprisoned solely for her peaceful exercise of
her rights to freedom of expression, association, & peaceful
assembly. In October 2016, several members of Iran’s parliament
sent a letter to the Head of the Judiciary Sadegh Larijani, calling
for her release.
Following is the full text of Narges Mohammadi’s acceptance
speech of the Sakharov Prize that was read on April 16, 2018,
by Professor Nayereh Tohidi at the APS’ April Meeting in
Columbus, Ohio.
Letter by Prisoner of Conscience, Narges Mohammadi from
Evin Prison
For me, as a civil rights & human rights activist, it is a great
honor to be recognized by esteemed scientists like you in my
field of physics & to be awarded the Andrei Sakharov Prize, the
same time that another physicist Mr. Ravi Kuchimanchi is being
awarded as well. His advocacy for human development, &
specifically for the poor & disadvantaged in India has inspired
many people world-wide.
I was filled with joy when studying quantum physics at the
university as a means to understand the universe. But at the
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same time, I was preoccupied with the oppressive conditions
in my country & the tyranny suffered by our universities,
intellectuals, & the media. Like many others in our universities,
I felt compelled to join the struggle for freedom. What we
experience is a decades-old tyranny, that cannot tolerate
freedom of speech & thought. In the name of religion, it restricts
& punishes science, intellect, & even love. It labels as a threat to
national security & toxic to society whatever is not compatible
with its political & economic interests. It considers punishing
unwelcome ideas as a positive thing.
It does not tolerate differences of opinion; it responds to logic not
by logic, discussion or dialog, but by suppression. By tyranny
I mean a ruling power that tries to make only one voice—the
voice of a ruling minority in Iran—dominant, with no regard for
pluralism in the society.
By tyranny I mean a judiciary that disregards even the Islamic
Republic’s own constitution, & sentences intellectuals, writers,
journalists, political & civil activists to long prison terms, without
due process & trial in a court of law. Examples abound, including
keeping under house arrest a nationally-respected religious
figure such as Ayatollah Montazeri, as well as the leaders of the
Green Movement, Ms. Zahra Rahnavard, Mr. Mehdi Karroubi
& Mr. Mir-Hossein Mousavi, for over nine years now with no
chance to be tried in the court of law.
By tyranny I mean power-holders who believe they stand
above the law & who disregard justice & the urgent demands
of the human conscience. They use “white torture” on political
prisoners: keeping suspects in solitary confinement is a routine
& prevalent procedure. They confine a human being, alone,
to a tiny cell for an unlimited & indefinite period of time: in
a small space without light or proper air, where there is no
sound, smell or movement. Now, add to that the pressure
of persecution, derision, threats, shouting, beatings, forcefeeding of medicines that carry no labels, sexual insults, sleep
deprivation, & inducement of fear & stress–all in order to extract
a false confession.
Issue 123, Summer 1397 / 2018
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These solitary cells remain at the disposal of the security organs,
military & judiciary departments. Do you know who is exposed
to these conditions? Those who defy the will of the ruling
power by their words or non-violent actions. We do not know
the exact number of people who have survived these cells after
suffering severe illnesses, & the number who have lost their
lives. As a civil activist, I am one of the thousands of the victims
of such horrible tortures. I have come to this conclusion: the
aim of solitary confinement is brain-washing, so that prisoners,
deprived of normal living conditions, lose their unique human
characteristics, their train of thought & ideas, & their physical &
psychological health.
Tyranny does not impose itself only in the political sphere. This
tyranny uses every possible leverage at the disposal of the state to
institutionalize discrimination on the basis of gender, sexuality,
religion, ethnicity, & ideological orientation, particularly
against women. By sustaining patriarchal dominance, drafting
& enforcing misogynistic laws, & even by fabricating a false
culture in contradiction with the norms of the society, it deprives
women of their human & civil rights & seeks to prevent them
from social engagement. Therefore, when a woman like me
decides to break their dictated norms, she must suffer prison &
separation from her children, as an intimidating lesson for other
women.
Tyranny plays its role in the realm of economy as well. Iran is
an oil & gas-rich country, but millions of Iranians are deprived
of decent living standards. Mismanagement & the corruption
of government-related individuals & institutions result in high
rates of unemployment, widespread poverty & suffering &
deny people their economic rights.
I am aware that the American Physical Association that has
granted me this award, counts many world-rank scientists &
physicists among its members, & I cannot thank you enough
for your kindness. I revere science & great thinkers like you.
Contemplating such questions as the dialectical relations between
being & becoming has inspired & strengthened my beliefs. You
are not hearing here some random ideas of a passionate student
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or a distressed prisoner, but reflections rooted in the experience
of a woman physicist who happens to have also advocated for
equal rights & human rights, & who as a result was subjected to
threats, deprivation, arrests, continuous prosecutions, & finally
sentenced to a total of 23 years of imprisonment, 16 years of
which has to be served based on the ruling laws in Iran. The
harsh treatment & excessive sentence to which I have been
subjected were not due to any underground violent or terrorist
activity on my part, but– as admitted by the judges of this very
system–because of my insistence on the rights of civil society
& of human rights. My case, then, clearly portrays the unjust,
brutal & illegal practices of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
Dear friends,
You are members of an independent scientific organization, &
you enjoy the blessed freedom to establish independent civil
society organizations. Therefore, I would like to speak to you
about two of the demands & necessities of Iranian society:
First, the independence of universities: Without universities
independent of government control, the natural process of
acquiring knowledge & developing thought will be thwarted,
if not rendered impossible. The dominion by the government
& religion over science & intellectual endeavor in Iran recalls
the Middle Ages in Europe. In Iran, scientific institutions (the
universities & the educational system) are under the control
of security organs, religious & governmental agencies. The
intolerance & monopolistic mindset of the clerical government
has resulted in the decline, & restriction of free enquiry, in the
universities. In addition to scientific qualifications, graduate
& postgraduate students must undergo ideological screening.
Expulsion of professors & students on religious & ideological
grounds is a routine practice. Members of the Baha’i faith cannot
study at Iranian universities.
The additional tragedy is that many students are not able to find
appropriate jobs after graduation. Ironically, unemployment
rates are higher among highly educated Iranians, especially
female graduates, than among the less educated ones. This
has resulted in a rising rate of brain-drain from the country.
Issue 123, Summer 1397 / 2018
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According to UNESCO, Iran is experiencing a serious brain
drain, high compared to other countries. This trend does
irreparable damage to my country.
Second, there is the need to build & achieve true civil society:
In the last 25 years, I have been active in eleven civil society
organizations, either as a member or as a founding member.
Now, with great regret, I see the doors of these organization
being closed & sealed by the government. Yet, I am not hopeless,
nor have I lost my motivation. We cannot stop trying. I still
hope & deeply believe that the tireless efforts of our civil society
activists will eventually bear fruit. I am awaiting the moment I
can rejoin my colleagues in these activities once I am released.
The path to democracy in Iran lies not through violence, war, or
military action by a foreign government, but through organizing
& strengthening civil society institutions. The government
knows this only too well. It is fearful of non-governmental civil
society organizations precisely because of its undemocratic
nature. It cannot even tolerate unions such as Association of
Iranian Journalists, or human rights organizations such as the
Center for Defenders of Human Rights, or charity bodies like
the Association in Support of Working Children.
As a human rights defender, like millions of Iranians, I hate
the death penalty; I despise discrimination & injustice against
women; I protest against the imprisonment & torture of political
& civil rights activists in solitary confinement; & I will not be silent
in the face of human rights violations. In order to institutionalize
human rights & achieve peace between the people & the state, I
shall endure my deprivation of freedom & rights, even though
separation from my children is nothing less than death for me.
I am a woman & a mother, & with all my feminine & maternal
sensibilities, I seek a world free from violence & injustice, even
if I have suffered injustice & violence tens of times.
Thoughts & dreams don’t die. Belief in freedom & justice does
not perish with imprisonment, torture or even death & tyranny
do not prevail over freedom, even when they rely on the power
of the state. Sitting here in the prison, I am deeply humbled
by the honor you have bestowed on me & I will continue my
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efforts until we achieve peace, tolerance for a plurality of views,
& human rights.
More Sources & Pictures

1. Full text of the letter of Narges Mohammadi in Persian: http://
www.humanrights-ir.org/?p=1930
2. Video of the speech of Narges Mohammadi: https://photos.
app.goo.gl/VBNQX8RXBy51bk0n1
3. BBC report/video: https://www.facebook.com/bbcpersian/
videos/10155923063367713/
4. http://www.bbc.com/persian/iran-43779290
5. German Radio: http://www.dw.com/fa-ir//a-43400673

شد-اعطا-محمدی-نرگس-به-آمریکا-فیزیک-انجمن-ساخاروف-جایزه
6. Radio Farda: https://www.radiofarda.com/a/
nargesmohammadi-sakharov-award/29170918.html
7. Iran Emrooz:http://www.iran-emrooz.net/index.php/
news1/74316/
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LGBT in Iran
On a visit to Columbia University in 2007 then-Iranian president
Mahmoud Ahmedinejad once infamously proclaimed that ,“In Iran
we don’t have homosexuals like in your country”. Ahmedinejad is
largely correct in that homosexuals in Iran are invisible unlike their
gay counterparts openly working, living, and loving each other in
the United States. Ahmedinejad was, however, grossly premature in
announcing the eradication of gays and lesbians in the country. Despite
living in a state governed by sharia (Islamic law) gays, lesbians, and
transgender individuals find ways to survive as best as they are able.

By: Lauren Young, Assistant Editor English Rahavard
A Brief History
In Iranian history prior to the modern-era
(19th century) public attitudes toward male
homosexuality were considerably more
tolerant than under the contemporary
Islamic Republic. Between the 11th and 14th
centuries in Persia it was not uncommon for
men, even in distinguished or influential
positions, to have homosexual relationships. Indeed, evidence
suggests that many male poets in Persia (and elsewhere in the
Islamic world) wrote love-poems where the ‘beloved’ being
referred to was commonly a young male. One interpretation of
the classical poet Rumi’s relationship with his mentor Shams
Tabrizi was that they were in love with each other. Contemporary
authors of the period noted the devotion of Rumi toward Shams
and were aware of how the latter’s death caused Rumi
considerable distress.
Permissiveness of homosexual behavior gradually became an
indicator of class by the 19th century (under the Qajar dynasty),
where instances of casual homosexual sex became criminalized
although male concubines were still legal.
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It seems a counterintuitive
shift that homosexuality
would become criminalized
for the lower-classes but
remain legal for the most
prominent
members
of
society; however, the intent
of criminalization was likely
to limit the public visibility
of homosexual behavior. By
the early 20th century the
tolerance of homosexual
relationships among the
aristocracy was no doubt an
instance where Iranian intellectuals, increasingly influenced by
European mores, viewed the Qajar monarchy as decadent and
morally retrograde.
The coming of the 20th century brought many new social and
political changes to Iran. The Qajar dynasty would be overthrown
in 1925 and a litany of ‘modernizing’ changes brought about a
reduction of sex-segregation in Iran (and a resultant decrease in
open displays of male homosexuality).
It was not until the rule of Reza Shah’s son, Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi, that homosexuals again felt tolerated. According to
the poet Saghi Ghahraman, who grew up in Iran, prior to the
revolution it was not uncommon for lesbian adolescents to
explore relationships with other girls in their teen years.
The only caveat being that in the Shah’s Iran homosexuality was
a private affair; not to be openly discussed or flaunted.
Post-1979 Iranian Revolution
The Iranian Revolution brought an end to any level of tolerance
for those caught in homosexual behavior. Ayatollah Khomeini,
and many other conservative Iranians, strongly disapproved
of the tolerance which the Shah had shown toward gays and
lesbians. Much like the Qajar monarchy before them, the Shah
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and people within the court were skewered for their supposed
immorality and lack of public decency. One of the most
infuriating issues for many supporters of Khomeini was how
the Shah had allowed a public, mock-wedding between two
men to take place.
By March 1979 Khomeini implemented laws to criminalize
homosexual sexual activity (punishable by death for men,
lashes for women) which resulted in the execution of at least 16
individuals.
Hard tallies of the number of Iranians executed for the crime
of lavat or sodomy (in practice, gay-male sex) are difficult to
retrieve but public incidents of execution from 2005 and 2016
indicate that the practice continues. The continued execution
of gay (and bisexual) men into 2016 demonstrates that despite
hopes that President Rouhani would be more ideologically
moderate than his predecessor (Ahmadinejad) at least, in regard
to gay-rights, Rouhani’s position does not significantly differ.
Since 1979 anywhere from 4000 to 6000 Iranians are estimated
to have been executed for being gay.
Unknown, however, are the number of gays and lesbians
sentenced to corporal punishment (being lashed with a whip)
or forced into gender-reassignment surgery. Crimes associated
with homosexuality (including mosaheqh or lesbian sex) but
which are not lavat carry sentences prescribing 75 lashes or more
and are punishable by death upon the fourth conviction.
Transgender Movement
Iran is the only country in the Middle East where genderreassignment surgery is not only legal but, by law, subsidized by
the government on a case-by-case basis. Iran lacks publicly ‘out’
and famous transgender personalities like pop-singer Bülent
Ersoy (from Turkey) but at least one transgender individual
in Iran received official recognition from the highest level of
government. Around 1986 Maryam Molkara, a transwoman
who had previously been committed to a mental institution and
denied recognition of her gender, met with Ayatollah Khomeini
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to discuss her condition.
Maryam desired to have Ayatollah Khomeini issue a fatwa
in favor of recognizing transgender identity, essentially
enshrining a legal difference between transgender and
homosexual people.
Ayatollah Khomeini agreed that transgender people could be
legally recognized as ‘normal’ heterosexuals as long as they
underwent hormone-therapy and surgery in order to ‘correct’
their unnatural psycho-sexual urges. Ayatollah Khomeini’s
ruling although unusual, fits into his history of being a cleric
with at times, untraditional interpretations of Islam and Islamic
law.
While transgender individuals are legally recognized as ‘cured’
heterosexuals by the Iranian government if they undergo
surgery and the attendant medical treatments, people who
identify as trans cannot receive the same rights if they choose
not to have surgical procedures done. The worst outcomes arise
among those who are not transgender, but are homosexual,
and are pressured by either medical doctors or their relatives
to undergo gender-reassignment surgery. The forcing of gay
and lesbian Iranians into gender-reassignment surgery is not an
uncommon or novel phenomenon in Iran. Data on the number
of forced gender-reassignment surgeries in Iran is not available;
however, the sheer number of those who undergo the procedure
suggests a high probability that some of that number are forced.
According to data from 2008, Iran was second only to Thailand
in the number of gender-reassignment surgeries performed and
in an 8-year period over 1,400 gender-change applications were
received.
Transsexual people hold a peculiar status in Iran; it is legal to
receive a sex-change and get married if the individual chooses
to do so, yet, trans Iranians are often still ostracized and
discriminated against if they reveal their trans status to people
beyond their familial circle.
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Experiences of LGBT Iranians in the 21st Century
The experiences of LGBT Iranians are not commonly reported as
discussing sexual-orientation or gender-identity is considered
taboo. Although legal in Iran, transsexual individuals are
reluctant to reveal their gender identity to anyone who is either
not family or a marriage partner. A select few, including Iranians
who recently fled Iran, were willing to share their experiences
to outlets like the BBC and The Human Rights Watch. The
interviews of these LGBT individuals reveal troubling patterns
of LGBT life in Iran (with few positive experiences).
For transsexual (having undergone surgery) individuals in Iran
the legality of their ‘mental disorder’ does not make the social
realities of life much easier. Transsexuals in Iran still regularly
face violence or rape if they are outed to strangers or people they
don’t know, worse, sometimes their own family refuse to accept
them. The cost and quality of gender-confirmation surgery in Iran
is variable but, overall, few transgender individuals are satisfied
with their options in Iran. Sarah, a trans-woman, decided to travel
to Thailand for surgery because in Iran “the operations are done
by surgeons who are not professionally trained”, are expensive,
and result in lingering pain for many who have undergone the
procedure there.1 After undergoing surgery transsexuals in Iran
tend to try passing as cisgender (natural-born females/males)
heterosexuals in society. According to Saba, a gay man who has
many trans friends, transsexuals conceal their gender history
because otherwise, “they can often not find work and society
does not accept them” even though being transsexual is legal.2
Transwomen who cannot find work due to discrimination
against their gender (an estimated 16% of Iranian women work)
often are forced to resort to siqehs (temporary-marriage, de-facto

1- Bagri, “In Iran there’s only one way to survive as a transgender person”.
2- Human Rights Watch, “We are a Buried Generation: Discrimination and
Violence Against Sexual Minorities in Iran”, 81.
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• A man in D.C. protesting Iran’s record on gay rights.
prostitution) to survive.3 Transsexuals who do not successfully
‘pass’ as cisgender Iranians are subject to harassment and
abuse by security forces. For instance, one transwoman recalled
being raped by park officials then when she was taken to the
police and attempted to report the incident, “They arrested me
for insulting their colleagues and took me to the station. I was
charged with the crime of intent to increase moral corruption”.4
Gay (and bisexual) men in Iran face the prospect of the death
penalty if found guilty of committing the crime of sodomy
by public authorities. From young-age, boys who display
homosexual behaviors often find themselves the target of
familial abuse. One young gay man, Hossein, recalled being
molested and called “kuni (faggot)” by his older cousins. Rather
than support their child Hossein’s parents threw him out of
3- Human Rights Watch, “We are a Buried Generation: Discrimination and
Violence Against Sexual Minorities in Iran”, 82.
4- Ibid, 84-83.
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the house.5 Gay men who dress in ways that seem effeminate
(including wearing jewelry, having longish hair, or plucked
eyebrows) are regular targets of the basij (paramilitary enforcers)
and police. A 26year old man named Ahmad describes how
he once was beaten so much by a morality police officer that,
“a woman passing by pleaded with him and said, “what are
you doing to this poor boy”,6 which finally caused the officer
to leave. Private-spaces like the internet or private-parties are
regularly subject to monitoring by the basij 7 and police. In Iran,
entrapment (arranging false dates with gay men) by police
officers is still a regular occurrence and can result in sentences
of over 100 lashes with a whip or even death. Mohammad, a
gay man, conversed with a man who pretended he was gay on
a chat-room and decided to meet up with the man in Tehran.
After Mohammad met-up with the man security-forces came
out of a nearby car, “they tried to force me into the car and I
resisted, but they finally kicked me in the back of the legs and
forced me into the car.”8 Mohammad was forced to confess to
immorality before a judge and lashed 100 times with a whip
before he was released.
Lesbian (and bisexual) women may not formally be sentenced to
death under the Iranian Islamic Penal Code, however, it is within
a male family member’s right to protect familial honor even by
means of what would ordinarily be considered murder. Many
Iranian lesbians recall being forced into marriages (sustaining
marital rape) or otherwise being pressured by their family, to a
greater extent than gay men in a similar position. For instance,
Maryam (a lesbian woman from Tehran) was forced to marry
5- Ibid,35
6- Ibid, 45-44.
7- Mysterious militia was established in 1979 by Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini during Iran-Iraq war in 1980s, they created “human waves” to
clear minefields. After war, Basij, in plain clothes, returned to role of internal security force to enforce Islamic morality. Basij noticeably takes the lead
in crowd control when street demonstrations start.
8- Ibid, 59-58.
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her male cousin, 22 years her senior, when she was only 14 years
old and endured a physically and sexually abusive marriage
for several years.9 Fathers or husbands can decide whether a
woman can work, travel or get a passport, and over matters
such as marriage and divorce. It must also be noted that in Iran
there is no penal-code violation covering marital rape; all sex
within marriage is legal even if it is nonconsensual. Lesbians
can also become victims of blackmail by non-state actors if their
sexuality is discovered. Laleh, a 25year old lesbian, recalls being
blackmailed by a man posing as a woman whom Laleh met
online.10 The man threatened to expose her unless Laleh had sex
with him. Laleh was raped multiple times by the man until she
fled to Turkey (where the man stalked her and tried to force her
to return to Iran).11 Similarly to gay men, many lesbians have
been told by medical providers that they should undergo sexreassignment surgery because they are “trans”. Elnaz, a young
lesbian from Shiraz, visited a psychologist who told her that,
“What you really want is to be a man and have a heterosexual
relationship”.12 A few lesbians reported instances where doctors
were sympathetic and counseled their patients and (if desired)
the patients’ families that their daughters were homosexual.13
Overall, however, it is rarer for homosexual patients to find
understanding doctors than doctors who will pressure them
into sex-changes (one doctor claimed to perform over 200 such
operations a year).14
In contemporary times the behaviors and experiences of bisexual
Iranians have not been studied extensively. There are multiple
9- Outright Action International, “Human Rights Report: Being Lesbian in
Iran”, 15 ,2016.
10- Outright Action International, “Human Rights Report: Being Lesbian in
Iran”, 34.
11- Ibid, 34.
12- Ibid, 22.
13- Ibid, 24.
14- Ali Hamedani, “The Gay People Pushed to Change Their Gender”, BBC,
5 November 2014.
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reasons for this which include: a desire to fit into heterosexual
society, anti-bisexual prejudice from homosexual Iranians,
and threat of prosecution for homosexual behavior by Iranian
authorities.15
Future Challenges for LGBT Iranians
All indications are that the climate of hostility against gay, lesbian,
and bisexual Iranians will continue into the foreseeable future
as no ayatollahs or politicians in Iran have openly advocated for
even the slightest permissibility of homosexual behavior. On the
other-hand some clerics, including the present Supreme Leader
Ali Khamenei, continue to hold favorable views of transgender
individuals who undergo gender-reassignment surgery (which
is considered to be a ‘normalizing’ medical procedure for people
who are otherwise considered mentally ill). One mid-level cleric
is even attempting an outreach program in order to promote
socialization between ‘ordinary’ (cisgender) Iranians and their
transgender neighbors in order to reduce the stigma against
transsexuals.16 However, for both transgender and homosexual
Iranians many of their highest hopes rely upon fleeing to Turkey
and seeking asylum in a third country.
The present situation of the Trump administration’s travelban, as it relates to Iran, has dashed the hopes of many LGBT
Iranians who desired to flee Iran and seek asylum in the USA
(the country with the largest Iranian diaspora population in the
world).17 The travel-ban has had its provisions upheld pending
a decision by the Supreme Court. As of April 2018, reports
suggest18 that Justice Anthony Kennedy will side with the other
conservatives of the court, thereby allowing the ban to continue
15- Zeynab A. Peyghambarzadeh ,“Iranian LGBT Movement without B”,
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Rights in Iran, International Gay and
Lesbian Human Rights Commission, 2015, 95.
16- “Be Like Others: Iranian Transsexual Stories”, 5 Election.
17- “Diaspora: In the Post-Revolutionary Period”, Encyclopedia Iranica.
18- Nina Totenburg, “In Intense Arguments, Supreme Court Appears
Ready to Side with Trump on Travel Ban”, NPR, 25th April 2018.
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in perpetuity until a new U.S. president takes office and reverses
it. At the present time (until the travel-ban is reversed) many
LGBT Iranians who have already fled Iran and filed applications
for refugee status in the US, remain in-limbo in nearby Turkey.19
Homosexuals in Turkey, who intended to become refugees in
the US, face discrimination in Turkey and the prospect of their
temporary residence permits expiring thereby potentially being
deported back to Iran.20 A return to Iran would be a death
sentence for many of these individuals who have been shunned
by their friends and family (some seek to ‘honor’-kill them).
The fate of LGBT Iranians in precarious situations rests on
the willingness of democratic countries to continue to uphold
core principles of human-rights like the right of persecuted
individuals to seek asylum. As it stands, from Australia to the
United Kingdom21 and Hungary22 to Japan (Japan accepted
just 152 refugees over the course of a decade)23 more and more
democracies with developed-economies are wantonly shirking
their responsibility toward upholding Convention Relating to
the Status of Refugees, thus leaving gay Iranians and others like
them in grave danger.

19- Saeed Dehghan, “US Travel Ban Leaves Iranian Refugees in Limbo”,
The Guardian, 1 Feb 2017.
20- Ibid.
21- Alan Travis, “On asylum and refugees, Britain left Europe years ago”,
The Guardian, 1 March 2017.
22- “EU to sue Poland, Hungary and Czechs for refusing refugee quotas”,
BBC, 17 December2017.
23- Thomas Wilson, “U.N. urges Japan to resettle more refugees after taking
just three in first half”, Reuters, 20 November 2017.
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Nasreddiniana employs two additional tropes. An important
tactic of Nasreddin is his guile (zerangi), his ability to negotiate
and interpret language and context deftly, and his mastery
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of interpersonal relations
even when he is dealing
with a higher authority. The
anthropologist William O.
Beeman has written about the
significance of face-to-face
interactions in Iranian culture
and their role in negotiating
power and building alliances.
Beeman writes that among
Iranians
interpersonal
relations have an aesthetic
dimension, and the ability to
deftly control interpersonal
relations is almost seen as an
art form. People are measured
by the degree to which they have mastered the art of verbal
performance:
The elaborate weaving and intertwining of designs in the
finest Persian carpets; the extraordinary complexity of
rhyme, meter, imagery, and word play in classical Persian
poetry; and the intricate improvisatory sweet-sadness of
melodic line in traditional Persian music all convey some
of the feeling and texture of everyday social interaction. It
is not unreasonable to compare interpersonal relations in
Iran to art, for negotiating the webs of everyday personal
relations and interaction situations requires consummate
skill even for those born into the system. Consequently,
there are rewards for the adept and setbacks for the
clumsy (Beeman 1986, pp.1-2).
The essence of successful interpersonal dialogue is the ability
to maintain ambiguity, uncertainty, and even confusion in the
minds of others. Guile involves “thwarting direct interpretation
of [one’s] own actions or deliberately leading others to erroneous
interpretations of these actions, while being able to successfully
interpret the actions of others.” It also involves a healthy mistrust
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toward the actions and deeds of others (Beeman 1986, p. 27).1
Beeman traces the origins of this ambiguity to the Shi’i practice
of pious dissimulation and multiple readings of religious texts
by Sufi mystics. He also suggests that ambiguity is a principal
characteristic of classical Persian poetry, where the gender of
the beloved is often left purposefully vague, allowing the reader
the opportunity to interpret the love-object as male/female or
as divine/earthly (Beeman 1986, p. 25).
This artfulness has deep roots in Iranian folklore. As literary
scholar Dick Davis has argued, the powerful hero of the epic
Shahnameh was not just a strong warrior but also a trickster
like Ulysses. He used an arsenal of deceit and prevarications
to defeat his enemies, but died in the end, as a result of tricks
played on him (Davis 1999). Similarly, Jerome Clinton has
suggested that “guile is a pervasive presence in the Shahnameh;
despite the consistent and ubiquitous condemnation of all
forms of dishonesty, and the parallel exhortations to honesty
and truth, lies and deceit are familiar weapons in the armory of
heroes as well as villains.” Furthermore, cunning and guile are
acceptable tactics in war for both men and women (Clinton 1999,
pp. 223-241).
The cunning of Nasreddiniana, is not just aimed at winning.
Many of these anecdotes perform a type of “dirt-work,” in the
manner described by Mary Douglas ([1966] 1991) and Lewis
Hyde (1998). Here, dirt-work refers to trickster tales that
routinely blur the boundary between the sacred and the profane.
Nasreddin is a Mullâ, a form of “sacred dirt” that can playfully
question the most intimate rituals of Islam and get away with it.
The shariat includes thousands of rules that define polluting and
purifying actions for the believers. Blood, semen, urine, dogs,
non-Muslims, and many other things are deemed najes, ritually
1- Although Beeman stresses its Iranian roots, one comes across numerous
examples of such cleverness in other folk traditions as well.
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unclean. As in Orthodox Judaism, detailed regulations describe
daily conduct (toilet, preparations for daily prayers), relations
between men and women (after sex, during menstruation, after
child birth), between Muslims and non-Muslims (on the street,
during trade and commerce), and between humans and animals.
These rules are far more wide-ranging and detailed in Shi’ism
than in Sunnism but exist in both branches of Islam.
As Beeman has pointed out, Nasreddin is the archetypal clever
individual, whose guile is universally admired. The tales of
Nasreddin, which often operate on the principles of degradation
and cunning, contain many examples of “dirt-work,” where the
boundary between the sacred and the profane is crossed. They
constitute a type of folk resistance against sources of authority
–kings, emirs, and qadis (religious judges).
Poor men are first and foremost concerned with their daily
meal, and many of the stories of Nasreddin concern food, clever
ways of fetching food, ingratiating oneself with the rich in order
to get food, and imagining food when there is none. The hungry
trickster becomes creatively deceptive in satisfying his urge for
food (Hyde 1998, p. 17). Nasreddin is never one to miss a feast; if
he is not invited, he finds other ways to get his share of the meal.
In one story,
A neighbor has a feast but does not invite Nasreddin and
his wife. A few days later, the couple feign a big argument.
Nasreddin’s wife comes out the door screaming and runs
to the neighbor’s courtyard claiming that her husband
is beating her. They know that the wealthy neighbor
has a social obligation to play the role of a mediating
paternalistic authority figure in the community. The
neighbor does intervene and invites Nasreddin and his
wife to dine with them as a way of reconciling the two. In
this way, the couple succeeds in getting a free meal out of
the neighbor who had not invited them to his feast a few
days earlier.
If feigning an argument is one way to get a free meal, a more
obvious one is getting food through flattery. In the tale, “The
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Servant of Eggplant,”:2
Nasreddin describes sycophants who flatter the men in
power in order to keep their stomachs full. Nasreddin
was invited to the house of the governor for dinner.
There was a wonderful eggplant stew on the table cloth
that the governor liked very much. Nasreddin, who is
a consummate orator, told a number of tales about the
benefits of eggplant for the digestion. An hour later, the
governor got indigestion and began to curse the eggplant.
Nasreddin immediately reversed himself and now told
stories about the dangers of eggplant for the digestion. The
annoyed governor asked, “How come an hour ago you
were telling us about the benefits of eggplants and now you
talk about the dangers of eggplant?” Nasreddin answered,
“Sire, I am a servant of yours, not a servant of the eggplant!”
In other stories, poor people use their imagination to
satisfy their hunger. A poor man takes his dry loaf of
bread, dips it in a pond where ducks are swimming, and
imagines he is having duck soup. In another story,
A poor man comes across a vendor on the street with a
big pot of steaming stew. The poor man takes out a loaf
of dry bread, holds it above the steaming soup, and when
the bread gets slightly moist, eats it hungrily. When he
is finished, the vendor asks for his money. The poor
man protests, and the vendor appeals to Nasreddin
who is the local judge in this story. After hearing the
complaint of the vendor and the explanation of the poor
man, Nasreddin takes out a few coins, rattles them in
his hand, and says to the vendor the “price of the steam
from your soup is this rattling sound of the coins in my hand.
Now get out! You have been adequately compensated!”3

2- An earlier version of this story, attributed to Sultan Mahmoud, appears
in Zâkâni 1964, p. 272.
3- A similar story is attributed to the Jewish trickster Hershel Ostropolier.
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Another concern of the poor is clothing. Nasreddin’s tales
successfully use the theme of proper attire to ridicule the social
hierarchies of the time. In “Nasreddin and the Feast,” the
trickster acts more like a Sufi mystic, criticizing those who pay
inordinate attention to the material world.
One day after work, Nasreddin rushes to a dinner party,
wearing his simple work clothes. When he arrives, he is
directed to the far end of the table cloth spread on the
floor, only to find that the more respectable guests have
been seated at the head of the spread, nearer the best
foods. He rushes home to change into his best clothes
and returns, whereupon he is directed to the head of
the spread. Nasreddin digs into the food, but instead of
eating starts pouring handfuls of rice into the long sleeves
of his robe. The host and the guests express astonishment,
but Nasreddin responds, “When I first came in my work
clothes, you asked me to sit at the bottom of the spread;
now that I am in my fancy clothes you ask me to sit at the
head of the spread. Obviously, this food is not for me but
for my clothes!”
A number of Nasreddin stories deal with qadis. In “The Poor
Man and the Soup Vendor,” Nasreddin is a judge who sides
with the victim. In other tales, he plays a plaintiff who confronts
dishonest judges, whom he smears symbolically with dirt. In
“The Qadi and the Containers of Honey,” for example:
Nasreddin gives a lesson to a corrupt qadi, who is known
to accept bribes from plaintiffs in return for taking their
side. When his case comes before this judge, Nasreddin
takes along a half-dozen containers of honey, which he
fills with dirt, spreading a thin layer of honey at the top
of the containers. Nasreddin quietly gives them to the
judge before his case is presented. The judge opens one
of the containers and seeing that it has honey renders a
judgment in favor of Nasreddin. After the qadi takes the
containers home and orders them open, he realizes that he
has been tricked. He calls his servant to fetch Nasreddin.
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The servant comes to Nasreddin’s house and says, “The
qadi would like to see you. He says there is a problem with
the judgment he rendered today and would like to discuss it
with you.” Nasreddin looks stoically at the servant and
says, “Tell the qadi there is no problem with the judgment, the
problem is with the containers of honey,” and shuts the door.
At other times, in the manner of Bakhtin, Nasreddin undresses
the qadi and humiliates him in public. In the story of “Mullâ and
the Drunken Qadi,”:
Nasreddin comes upon the leading qadi of the town in
a meadow and finds him half-naked and unconscious
after a drinking bout. Nasreddin steals the qadi’s robe
and turban and leaves him naked in the field. The next
morning, when the qadi is sober, he sends his servant
to search for his clothes. The servant finds Nasreddin
wearing the qadi’s robe and turban and brings him in.
The qadi asks Nasreddin, “Is this robe yours?” Nasreddin
says, “No, your honor, it belongs to a naked and drunk man,
who was lying unconscious in the meadow! I will be happy to
return his clothes, if you find him for me!” The qadi realizes
he has no option but to let Nasreddin go. As he looks
wistfully at his stolen clothes, he says, “Yes, unfortunately
the town is full of bums.”
As mentioned here and
elsewhere when Nasreddin
confronts men of great
power he either literally or
symbolically disrobes them,
thereby humiliating them
in public. In “Timur and
Nasreddin,” a classic Turkish
tale, Nasreddin Hoca suggests
that the powerful Mongol ruler,
who killed tens of thousands,
is a worthless person.
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One day, when Timur was in a good mood, he asked
Nasreddin, “How much do you think I am worth?” Nasreddin
immediately responds, “Fifty dinars!” Timur responds,
“My clothes alone are worth that much!’ To which Nasreddin
replied, “My point exactly!”
These examples suggest that the trickster Nasreddin is granted
much leeway in folk tradition. He can degrade, debase, and,
literally or figuratively undress the powerful and the wealthy.
Through such grotesque realism, he levels hierarchies and shows
the vulnerability of those who are in power, creating a moment
of psychological respite for ordinary people while pointing to
the deficiencies of those in power.
Critique of Orthodoxy (religious beliefs) and Orthopraxy
(religious conduct)
As Hasan Javadi has pointed out, there are at least three types of
satire targeting religion in Persian literature.
1. First, there are works that express atheistic or agnostic
sentiments, such as the Rubayat of Omar Khayyam (d. 1131)
or the poetry of Iraj Mirza (d. 1926) and Sadiq Hedayat
(d. 1951).
2. Second, there are works that express intolerance
towards non-Muslims or towards other sects/ethnicities
within Islam, as in the poetry of Khaqani (d. 1190) and,
sometimes, Ferdowsi (d. 1020/1026 CE. Thirdly, there
are works aimed at one’s own co-religionists, which extol
moderation and criticize orthodoxy.
3. This third genre of satire has a long and robust history in
classical Persian literature and can be found in famous
writers like Rumi and Hafez (d. 1389) (Javadi 1988, pp.
49-90).4 But as we have seen, Nasreddiniana also includes
critiques of orthodoxy and orthopraxy.
Unlike the Sufis and the Mu’tazalites, Nasreddiniana do not
4- Similar examples from the nineteenth century include Yaghma of Jandaq
(1859-1782) and Qa’ani (d. 1853 or 1854) (Javadi 1988, pp. 90-49).
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pose probing philosophical
questions about religion
and theology. But they do
show Nasreddin trying to
cut corners, to skip rituals
whenever he can, and to get by
with as little religious practice
as possible all while retaining
his position as a low-level
Muslim cleric. The Nasreddin
tales also suggest that the
average Muslim is too busy
to pay meticulous attention
to the required ablutions, to
perform his daily prayers in
the exact manner, to focus on
lofty thoughts while in the
mosque, or to fast for the entire month of Ramadan. Nasreddin
is a real human being with all his frivolities, his desires, and his
limitations, and like the rest of us, he tries to hide his weaknesses.
Theft is a serious crime under Muslim law, which prescribes
severe penalties. But Nasreddin omits no one from his bizarre
sense of justice and steals not just from ordinary mortals but
also from God himself. Like other classic tricksters, however, he
does not steal to get rich but rather to “disturb the established
categories of truth.” In this way, he opens possibilities for other
ways of thinking (Hyde 1998, p. 13).
One of the classic tales of theft describes the day Nasreddin
came home to find that a thief had stolen his front door.
Unable to find it, Nasreddin went to the local mosque
and hauled its front door home, saying aloud to himself,
“since God is all knowing, let him find the thief and get
my door from him instead!”
In another story,
Nasreddin challenges the notions of purity and sanctity
of the mosque. Passing by a mosque where he sees
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people beating a dog, he intervenes to ask why they
are beating an innocent animal. He is told that the dog
had gone into the mosque, thereby polluting it so that
the mosque requires extensive ritualistic cleansing.
Nasreddin says, “Leave the poor animal alone. If he had any
sense, he would do as I do, and never set foot in the mosque.”5
Other tales reveal the frustration of ordinary people with
religious obligations and the need to keep up appearances in
such matters.
In the month of Ramadan all but a few Muslims are required
to fast from dusk to dawn. The only individuals exempted are
travelers and mothers who breastfeed. In this month women
wake up early in the morning to prepare a large breakfast, the
only meal of the day until the breaking of fast that evening. As
a result, there is a lot of hustle and bustle in the neighborhood
around 4 a.m., when lights go on and the family prepares to sit
down and eat. In one tale, Nasreddin does not fast in Ramadan,
but he makes his wife get up every morning to prepare
the customary breakfast anyway. One day, when she had
had enough, she yelled at him, “Mullâ, you don’t fast! Why do
you make me get up every morning so early and make breakfast?”
Nasreddin, quite perplexed by this naive question, answers,
“What? You want people to think I am not a Muslim?”
Another tale that deals with fasting during Ramadan has Shi’i
origins.
According to the Shi’i calendar, the tenth day of the month
Muharram is Ashurâ, a day of mourning. Nasreddin was
once present at an Ashurâ sermon when a cleric declared
that God will accept one day of fasting on the day of Ashurâ
to be equal to six months of fasting at other times. That
year, Nasreddin did not fast during Ramadan. Instead he
paid a visit to the cleric. When the cleric asked why he was
5- An earlier version of this story, attributed to Mawlana Sharif al-Din
Damghani, appears in Zâkâni 1964, p. 279.
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not fasting, Nasreddin
explained, “I fasted on
the day of Ashurâ. As you
said in your sermon, God
now owes me six months.
Therefore, I will not fast
in the month of Ramadan
this year, and for the next
five years.”
Even the venerable tradition
of pilgrimage to Mecca is
ridiculed by the wise fool.
Zâkâni writes that:
An Arab man was told, “You are old and have wasted your
life. Repent and go on a Hajj pilgrimage.” The Arab man said,
“I don’t have money to go.” He was then told, “You own a
house, sell it and use the money to go.” To which the man
replied, “Where would I live when I return? And if I don’t
return and stay at the Ka’bah, wouldn’t God say, ‘You idiot!
Why did you sell your house and move into mine?” (Zâkâni
1964, 251).
An interesting dimension of Nasreddiniana is that there are
very few tales that treat the practitioners of other religions
with hostility. When non-Muslims, mostly Jews and Christians,
are involved in Nasreddin stories the humor is generally not
malicious. Instead, the emphasis is on the sameness of people,
their intermingling, and their sharing of meals and abodes,
though it also often includes the guile and cunning of the
Muslim. This may account for the continued popularity of
Nasreddin stories among non-Muslims of the Middle East and
the Balkans.
One of the common ploys of Nasreddin is to trick his nonMuslim companions into giving him a free meal. Yet this act
of breaking bread and sharing a meal with a ritually impure
non-Muslim is itself the breaking of a grave religious taboo, one
that Nasreddin successfully accomplishes. In the tale of “The
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Atheistic Nestorian” we read that:
During Lent, when Christians are supposed to avoid meat, a
hungry Nasreddin comes across a Nestorian Christian who
is eating meat and immediately joins him in his meal. The
Christian, annoyed by this unwanted guest, asks, “You are a
Muslim! How is that you are eating the meat of an animal that has
not been slaughtered in the proper halal Muslim way?” Nasreddin
replies, “It doesn’t matter. I am among the Muslims the way you are
among the Christians.”
In a more complex tale, Nasreddin pokes fun at the Muslim law
of retribution (qesâs) and the biblical notion of “an eye for an
eye”:
The police were chasing a thief who then escaped to a
house. He bumped into the lady of the house who was
pregnant. She became frightened and had a miscarriage.
The thief then ran to a neighboring mosque and climbed
above a high minaret. But after the police chased him
up there, the thief threw himself down onto the alley
and landed on an old man who died instantly. The thief
frantically got up, but now bumped into a Jew who fell
on the ground and landed on a nail, losing an eye. When
the thief was finally caught and brought before Qadi
Nasreddin, the victims and their relatives demanded
retribution. Nasreddin told the man whose wife had a
miscarriage, “Since this young thief has caused your wife to
miscarry, you must put him with your wife in a private plac,e
so they make a baby for you.” To the man whose elderly
brother had died, Nasreddin suggested an equivalent
act of retribution, “You must go above the minaret and jump
down on the thief to kill him.” And to the Jew, he said, “You
have the right to take the eye of this thief out in retribution.
However, since a Jew is worth only half a Muslim, you must
first let the thief take out your other eye, then you can blind him
in one eye.” Needless to say, all three plaintiffs left in great
haste and decided to forgo their retribution.
While this tale is a spoof on the strict laws of retribution, it does
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contain a kernel of truth, which is what makes it so powerful.
Under sharia, a non-Muslim man blinded by a Muslim man
would first have to pay him for the price of one eye, before
demanding retribution, since the eye of a Muslim is worth twice
that of a non-Muslim.
In these tales and many others, Nasreddin questions many
sacrosanct aspects of religious doctrine, from fasting during
Ramadan and going on Hajj pilgrimage, to the ritual sanctity
of the mosque and the impurity of dogs, and from inequitable
laws of retribution to ones prohibiting the mingling of Muslims
and non-Muslims.
Gender Subversions: Women-Centered Tales and Sexual
Transgressions
Wendy Doniger writes that the ideas in folktales have originated
with people of different genders, even if the sex and gender of the
authors are unknown. Hence it is best “to regard the author of
most texts as androgynous” (Doniger 1998, p. 135). Folktales and
myths represent a vast cultural tradition and, as such, express
both the male and female points of view. In this sense, while
Nasreddin is presented as a male Muslim cleric, the stories of
Nasreddin are told and retold both by both women and men.
The tales thus express the desires, fantasies, and frustrations of
people who adhere to different sexual and gender practices.
The folktales of Nasreddin are born out of the enormously
diverse Middle Eastern cultural cauldron and express their
multivocality in many ways. At times, especially with the older
Johâ tales that have been preserved in the works of Obeyd
Zâkâni, a patriarchal and misogynistic voice is unmistakable and
dominant. These tales, express men’s fear of shrewd, conniving,
or unconventional women, who challenge the normative
patriarchal order. Often, they deal with wives, concubines,
and slaves of important men, who successfully cheat on their
husbands and masters. Sometimes, these male-centered stories
are not so different from classical pornography. They seem
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to reflect male sexual fantasies that are attributed to women.
Among the themes are women’s constant preoccupation with
the size of a man’s penis and various descriptions of rape and/
or sodomy.
But other tales reflect women’s personal and familial concerns.
The stories of Nasreddin, which deal with intimate personal
relations, are curiously centered around the home, the
bathhouse, and the village market. In this regard, they could be
seen more as women’s stories than traditional male ones, which
would have dealt with courage and cowardice, the raising of
armies, and the fighting of dragons. A number of Nasreddin
stories deal with cooking and kitchen utensils, often reflecting
typically female concerns, such as the anxiety of not having
sufficient food in the house when guests arrive. One of the bestknown tales, “Mullâ and the Pot,” would make a great deal
more sense if the dialogue took place between two women,
Nasreddin’s wife and her neighbor, instead of the way the story
is commonly recounted:
Nasreddin goes to the neighbor’s house and asks to
borrow a large pot. The next day when he returns the
pot, the neighbor notices a small pot inside the big one.
Nasreddin explains, “Your pot was pregnant and last night,
gave birth to this baby pot so I brought them both.” The
neighbor, thinking he has a fool for a neighbor, thanks
him and takes both pots. A few
days later, Nasreddin once
again borrows the big pot.
This time, he does not return
it. After a week, the neighbor
goes over and asks for the pot.
Nasreddin said, “May you live
long! I didn’t know how to give
you this bad news. Your pot was
pregnant again but this time
she died during delivery.” The
neighbor gets angry and said,
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“How could a pot die?” Nasreddin said, “Well, the same way
it gave birth last week!”
This story is in many ways a women-centered one. A large
pot is a luxury few can afford, both in terms of its cost and
the storage space it requires. It is common for Middle Eastern
women to run to each other’s houses and borrow a bigger pot
when guests suddenly show up and one needs to make more
rice or stretch the small piece of meat by making a bigger stew
out of it. But the other issues in this story also reflect women’s
concerns: multiple pregnancies, pregnancies hidden from view
because of a woman’s veil, and death during childbirth. All of
the previously mentioned details are daily concerns of women
and yet the protagonist of the story is the trickster Nasreddin.
This undoubtedly makes the story more humorous, but it also
covers up its likely feminine origins.
In most Western and Eastern folktales, the shrewd and conniving
woman is a villain who is ultimately punished, often with a
moralizing ending clumsily tacked on to the story (Doniger,
1998, p.116). But because ruse and cunning are desirable
attributes in Nasreddin stories, the tales of Nasreddin’s wife
(or sometimes his daughter) allow women to be masterful
tricksters in their own ways.
In this way Nasreddiniana
subverts gender norms and
undermines or reverses the
patriarchal order.
As we have seen, humor is
often based on defying and
breaking taboos. In Middle
Eastern cultures, one of the
greatest taboos, regardless of
religion, was, and remains,
premarital sex for young
women. Some Nasreddin
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tales deal with this subject and describe clever women who
avoid social ostracism.
In “Three Month Pregnancy,” Nasreddin’s wife gives birth
to a baby, three months after their marriage. Soon neighbors
begin to gossip and Nasreddin hears about it. He asks his
wife:
- “Doesn’t it take nine months for a woman to have a baby?”
She shakes her head in disbelief and says,
- “Really Nasreddin, I am surprised at you. Haven’t I been
your wife for three months?”
- “Yes, indeed you have been,” he replies.
- “Haven’t you been my husband for three months?”
- “That is also true,” he responds.
- “Haven’t I carried this baby for three months?”
- “True, very true,” he answers
- “Well then,” she says with great conviction, “three plus
three plus three makes nine!”
And Nasreddin has to agree.6
Occasionally, these gender transgressions verge on heresy.
Zâkâni offers a tale about:
A woman who claims to be a prophet. When she is told
that the Prophet Muhammad had declared there would
be no prophet after him, she responds, “He said, there
will be no prophet after me. He did not say, there will be no
prophetess after me” (Zâkâni 1964, p. 272).
The contrast between inner and outer locations constitutes a
basic interactive pattern in Iranian culture. Traditional Middle
Eastern homes were divided into an andaruni, a place for women
and children, and a biruni, where male guests were entertained.
The need to observe and preserve the strict physical border
between men and women’s places is endlessly reproduced in
6- Several different versions of this story exist. See, for example, the two in
Zâkâni 1964, p. 261-260 and p. 272.
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the genre of advice manuals known as Mirror for Prince.
Linguistic meaning must be analyzed according to its social
context. Social context is defined by time and place. People
speak differently in different contexts, depending on whether
they are alone or in public, around children or in the company
of adults, with people who share their ethnic and religious
sentiments, or with those who do not. With these distinctions
in mind, we see that people constantly “frame” and “fine tune”
their conversations (Beeman, 1986, pp.64- 66).
In some Nasreddin or Johâ stories, the trickster is baffled by
the absurdities of social context and the widely different rules
operating in the andaruni and the biruni. This creates hilarious
situations when he follows his own common sense rather than
the social rules. For example:
Nasreddin took his cow to the bazaar to sell but had no
takers. A friend told him that if he claimed his cow was
three months pregnant, he could sell it immediately.
Nasreddin did as his friend had told him and came home
with a good profit. As he walked into the house he saw
that they had guests. Nasreddin’s wife told him that there
was a suitor for their daughter and he had brought his
family to see her. Nasreddin told his wife he knew just
what to tell the guests to get the deal going. He went into
the room, talked about his daughter’s many virtues, and
added as a clincher, “The
best thing about her is
that she is three months
pregnant with a baby!”
After the suitor and
his family bolted out
of the house, a baffled
Nasreddin wondered
why a pregnant cow
was considered a good
deal but a pregnant girl
was not.
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Both heterosexual and homosexual transgressions are a major
preoccupation of the Muslim trickster. Modern editions, which
have become children’s storybooks, often launder these tales.
But a significant portion of earlier tales revolved around such
themes. The Turkish folklorist Seyfi Karabaş has compared
the erotic Nasreddin tales to those of the Native American
Winnebago trickster Wakdjunkaga (Radin 1973). Karabaş
suggests that: “in the first stage of his life Nasreddin was discovering
his own sexuality, when he experimented with bestiality, incest,
homosexuality, and various types of rape. Later he was socialized and
settled into heterosexual married life” (Karabas 1990). But because
there is no particular order in presentation of the tales, we can
never be sure if Nasreddin is socialized. In fact, the trickster
neither renounces male homoeroticism nor celebrates normative
heterosexuality. He is forever crossing boundaries and rejecting
neat categorization.
The modern collections of Mullâ Nasreddin stories published in
Persian have minimal references to transgressive sexual practices,
whether adult same-sex relations, pederasty, bestiality, or sex
in sacred places. However, many such stories have survived
in the works of Obeyd Zâkâni and in a Turkish collection of
Nasreddin Hoca compiled by Pertev Boratav (1996).7 In these
tales the minârat (the mosque’s tower from which the call to
prayer is announced) is routinely compared to the phallus of the
city and the half moon domes of the madrasa (religious schools)
to female genitalia (Sprachman 1995, p. xxix).
Nasreddin has sex with his donkey and other men in
a mosque and defiles the place in many other ways.
This grotesque identification of sacrosanct sites with
activities of the lower stratum of the body (sex, urination,
and defecation) is a type of dirt work that challenges
7- I am grateful to Hakki Gurkas for the translations of a selection of these
tales.
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orthodoxy and offers temporary relief from the dictates of
orthodoxy. 8 As we have seen, Muslim trickster tales often
challenge normative assumptions about social relations
and they defy expectations here as well.
The tales suggest that, contrary to common perceptions, same
sex relations are not an exception:
A practicing Muslim man can be the passive partner in
a same-sex relationship with a younger person or a nonMuslim and homosexual relations between two adult
men do in fact occur.
A number of tales deal with the routine nature of homosexuality
in society. A common theme in Zâkâni’s tales is that to move up
the social hierarchy, a youth must have sex with older men:
In your childhood do not withhold the favor of your arse from
friend or foe, relative or stranger, those near or remote, so that
in your adulthood you can reach the rank of shaykh, preacher,
world champion, and chief of protocol. (Cited in Sprachman
1995, p. 46)
No one is spared the accusation of homosexuality, including
kings and religious leaders.
In one tale, Sultan Mahmoud is crying as he listens to a sermon
where a cleric is lecturing about the Day of Resurrection. The
cleric warns that any man who has sodomized a boy during
his life would be punished in the next world. He would be
forced to carry that boy on his shoulders and walk over the
8- We should note that the Quran, like sacred Jewish and Christian texts,
regards male homosexuality an abomination (26:165-166; 15:73-74; 7: 80-81;
11: 78-83). But the Quran and the shariat law also show compassion for
the repentant (Qur’an 4:16). Such relations are socially tolerated if they are
not flouted. Homosexual relations are generally assumed to be between a
senior and a junior partner. The boy or younger man is expected to be the
passive object of the relationship (maf’ul), while the adult is viewed as the
active partner (fa’e). Passivity is a great stigma and a source of shame for an
adult man. The idea that two adult men would continue to have homosexual relations is widely viewed as a travesty.
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narrow bridge of purgatory, where any slip of the foot might
land him in hell. Talhak the clown tells the king,
- “Sultan don’t cry. Be happy, since this means you will also
have a ride on the way to the next world.”
Sultan Mahmoud is thus accused of being both an active partner
in a homosexual relationship, presumably because he was
crying, as well as a passive one, a far more serious accusation
in the culture, especially for a sultan (Zâkâni 1964, p. 26).
Other tales discuss homosexuality as a rite of passage much
like circumcision.
A young Christian converts to Islam, and his father asks him
how he was treated. He says,
“These Muslims are strange people. In daylight they circumcise
you. At night they sodomize you!” (Zâkâni 1964, p xxx).
Many transgressive tales featuring Johâ take place in mosques
and seminaries. Here we witness a double transgression, since
an act that is forbidden everywhere is taking place in a sacred
place.
In one of Zâkâni’s tales, the Sufi master Mawlânâ Qotb alDin is having sex with another man in a small cubicle in a
seminary. A third man pushes the door open.
- Mawlânâ asks him what he wants.
- The man asks if there is room for him to perform his prayers.
- Mawlânâ replies, “Are you blind? Don’t you see there
is so little space here we have to go on top of each other?”
(Zâkâni 1964, p. 295).
Finally, the tales often question the active/passive distinction
between partners, going so far as to suggest that a Muslim man
can be the passive partner in a homosexual relationship with a
non-Muslim man.
Thus, a young Muslim man, known to engage in passive
homosexual activity, was asked: what he did in the month of
Ramadan, to which he responds,
- “May God save the Christians and Jews,”
hence admitting to the fact that interfaith sex did happen,
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and a Muslim man could be the presumed passive partner in
such a relation. (Zâkâni 1964, p. 268)
Using Jung, Bakhtin, Foucault this article has shown how the
grotesque realism of Nasreddin brought its powerful targets
such as kings and clerics down to earth. How through humor
powerful men were undressed, actually or metaphorically,
debased and/or symbolically killed, thus leveling social
hierarchies and providing a sense of relief and momentary
justice for ordinary people.
Continuing the work of Mary Douglas, Natalie Zeman Davis,
and Lewis Hyde we also saw how the trickster tales mock
cumbersome religious rituals of pollution and purification
and turn “dirt-work” into a form of comic relief. Finally, we
saw how Nasreddiniana subverts gender and sexual norms,
revealing the absurdity of many patriarchal gender relations. In
this way, trickster tales serve as both a safety valve for the social
order, and opens the door to the world of imagination, present
their audience with the possibility of alternate forms existence
and social interactions.
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CELEBRATION of 2,500th
Anniversary
of the founding of
PERSIAN EMPIRE by CYRUS
THE GREAT in Persepolis
This interview with Abdolreza Ansari
was conducted in Paris with the editor of
the weekly paper Kayhan London & was
published in 9 issues. 1
Kayhan (London): One major criticism that is often
heard is, why did the organizers turn to the Parisbased Maxim’s restaurant for the catering and the
firm Jansen for the tents? Would it not have been better to rely on domestic
resources and Iranian organizations, and serve the guests Persian food?
Abdolreza Ansari: Unfortunately, after the celebrations, these points were
among the major criticisms. In addition to the regime’s opponents, who blindly
faulted everything, most of the people who spoke about the celebrations
often pointed their finger at such things, often forgetting all the positive
aspects of the festivities and the important works that had been done as if
the programs surrounding these celebrations were limited to Maxim’s and
Jansen. Curiously, the initial criticisms began in the French media and press
and only later made their way to Iran, where they had widespread impact.
Because the special book about the celebrations was not published, for reasons
I will explain later, many of the questions raised remained unanswered.

Even now almost 40 years after the event, whenever there is talk
about the imperial celebrations, the first question that is raised
has to do with the House of Jansen and Maxim’s restaurant. It
is perhaps a good time now for me to tell you everything I can
remember and leave the readers to judge. As an introduction, I
must recount an episode.
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In 1966 Marshal Tito, the leader
of the former Yugoslavia, came
to Iran on a state visit. Mr.
Hassan Zahedi, the Minister
of Agriculture and Rural
Development, and his wife
were assigned to him as his
hosts. At the time I was Minister
of Interior. As part of the visit,
a trip to Persepolis and Isfahan
had been organized. One day I
received a call from the grand
master of ceremonies and
protocol, Mr. Hormoz Guarib, that His Majesty had ordered
that, as a sign of respect to Marshal Tito, Iran’s minister of
interior also be present on the trip. I immediately contacted
the governor of Fars and asked him a few questions relating
to the security and reception details taken when welcoming
our honorable guest. The governor replied that all was in order
and that he had arranged for a lunch to be held at Persepolis.
He assured me that this was not the first time such a visit had
taken place and that his people were well experienced in these
matters, and he told me not to worry. On the scheduled date
we flew our guest to Shiraz in a special plane, and, after the
welcoming ceremony, the party moved to Persepolis, where a
well-informed member of the ministry of culture gave Tito a
tour of the ruins.
While Tito and others in the entourage were busy sightseeing, I
asked one of the governor’s men about the arranged lunch. He
explained that amid the ruins a table had been prepared in the
shade. The food, which consisted of rice and kebabs, had been
catered by the Sa’adi Park Hotel in Shiraz. I asked where they
had set up their kitchen. He answered that the lunch equipment
brought from Shiraz was set up behind one of the walls. Out
of curiosity, I decided to inspect the place, and while the rest
were busy strolling among the historic ruins I went with the
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governor’s assistant to where
they were preparing the lunch.
It was an awful sight. In one
corner a fire had been lit. Here
and there were old plates and
huge metal pots sitting next
to plastic buckets filled with
water in which floated pieces
of lettuce and onion. Worst of
all was seeing the fly-infested
kebab meat and tomatoes
on skewers being cooked by
unshaven cooks with dirty,
sweaty shirts. Looking at this scene made me so sick that I
almost froze on the spot. When I came around, immediately
summoned one of the photographers who had accompanied us
to take twenty pictures of the setup and to enlarge them and
send them to my office in Tehran. Of course, throughout this
period I was worried that Marshal Tito and his wife would see
this lamentable state of affairs.
Fortunately, our distinguished state guests were too tired from
viewing the ancient ruins and went to sit down at their table.
The menu consisted of cucumber and raisin yogurt as a starter
followed by a main course of chelo-kebab, and for dessert a
bowl of Shirazi sorbet known as paloudeh. In this way, lunch
was served without a major diplomatic incident.
Later we moved to Isfahan and, after staying at the Hotel Shah
Abbas and visiting the tourist spots of this beautiful city, we
returned to Tehran. Back in Tehran, I had an audience with His
Imperial Majesty during which I described everything I had
witnessed and showed him the pictures, which gave a vivid
image of the situation. The Shah looked at the pictures and
became very angry; he ordered that they be sent to the Ministry
of Culture and to send word to the Protocol Department that in
the future to avoid scheduling any lunch programs at Persepolis.
With this precedent in mind, when the High Committee
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returned from its inspection
tour in Shiraz and brought
up the matter of catering at
Persepolis, I recounted my
own previous experience. We
discussed for several hours the
way we planned to serve the
guests. We reviewed a variety
of suggestions including the
organizations responsible for
the catering. The points of
discussion were mainly about
the order in which food would
be served, given the long distance between Shiraz and Persepolis;
the type of food, bearing in mind the guests’ preferences; the
region’s climate and its impact on health considerations and
the spoilage of food in the heat; the time required to introduce
the guests to various Iranian dishes and the need for educated
and well-trained waiters with language skills; and such issues.
Finally, at the end of the meeting it was decided that the High
Council would study all the possibilities and draw up a list of
competent organizations with the necessary experience and
capabilities to support us and report the findings to the High
Committee. Based on this decision, I personally contacted
every one of these organizations and discussed with them what
we needed. The first organization I got in touch with was the
catering department of the Imperial Court, which was under
the directorship of Mr. Abolfath Atabai, the assistant court
minister. When Mr. Atabai heard me explain that we would
need to entertain thirty foreign dignitaries at Persepolis, he told
me frankly that he could not do it. It was impossible, he said,
for him to shut down the Imperial Court Ministry’s catering
department for several days and transfer personnel to Shiraz
and Persepolis, and he added that while he could serve three or
four parties in Tehran, serving guests at Persepolis was beyond
his capabilities.
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The second organization I contacted was the group responsible
for running the hotels belonging to the Pahlavi Foundation,
headed by Mr. Hossein Maghsoudi. In a meeting we had, I
discussed the catering issue for the celebrations. He told me
that his organization was responsible for the management of
the Darband and Ramsar Hotels and a number of smaller inns
in Gachsar, Chalus, and Babolsar. These hotels were committed
to serving the tourist industry and could not be closed down
during the celebrations by sending key staff to Persepolis to
take on such an important responsibility. Finally, after lengthy
discussions, Mr. Maghsoudi agreed that, subject to a contract
and agreed price, he would supply the food for the academics
and journalists who would be staying at Pahlavi University. In
this way, some of the catering needs were solved. I must say
that they did a good job.
The third organization I approached was the National Tourist
Board, headed by Taqi Emami. I had a long discussion with
Mr. Emami explaining the challenges we faced and requested
that he take over the responsibility of managing the needs of
the guests in whatever manner he saw fit. He was to draw up a
list of all necessary items and submit the estimated costs to the
High Committee for approval and execution. After two hours of
discussion, Mr. Emami finally said: “Mr. Ansari, the organization
that I am managing was not designed for such a responsibility and is
not capable of handling it. Our resources are limited. We have a small
professional and administrative team that relies on a few educated
ladies who speak foreign languages and who direct several tourist
groups. Therefore, I cannot accept the responsibility that you ask of
me, nor can I commit to it.” The Ministry of Foreign Affairs also
gave us a negative answer, saying that their catering department
had special duties preventing them from taking responsibility
for serving guests at Persepolis. With the feasibility study
completed, the findings were discussed in full at a meeting of
the High Committee. It was clear to us all that we had to either
cancel the banquet at Persepolis or turn to an international
organization with the necessary experience in such matters.
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The situation was very clear, and we had to make a decision.
Finally, Mr. Alam told us that we could not cancel the banquet
at Persepolis because the invitations had gone out; there was
no turning back. The responsibility lay with the Ministry of the
Imperial Court. The meeting ended without a result.
Between this meeting and the next, Mr. Alam went to Europe,
and, after returning, he told us at the first meeting of the High
Committee that it had become clear to him that unless a different
approach were taken, any program dealing with the Persepolis
celebrations would end in failure. He pointed to the fact that
hosting a banquet for the various members of royalty and heads
of state at Persepolis, which was situated between a barren
mountain to the north and a desert to the south, was a difficult
undertaking. He also ruled out the one-hundred-room tourist
hotel that he had seen, saying that it was no more than a metal
skeleton and that even on completion he doubted would be an
interesting building. These factors made the project unsuitable,
and there was a risk that it would embarrass our country.
Therefore, after reviewing all aspects of the problem, he
had concluded that perhaps the best solution would be to
entertain the guests according to historical Iranian tradition,
whereby Persian kings would stop en route while traveling and
inspecting their empire, feasting and being entertained in plush
tents pitched in the desert. He said that we could use tents to
shelter and entertain our guests. These tents would be equipped
with all the modern comforts of the day, and if there were any
shortcomings during the stay of our honorable guests, they
could blame the desert, and maybe they would even enjoy the
exoticism of their experience. Mr. Alam mentioned that during
his trip to France he had met with the director of the House of
Jansen, a well-known interior decorating firm with experience
decorating great palaces, and it was agreed that they take on
the project. Jansen was to prepare a design for a compound that
would incorporate more than fifty tents. He added that, in his
preliminary discussions, Jansen had proposed that each tent be
constructed as a modern apartment disguised as a tent complete
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with a sitting room, two bedrooms, and bathroom, and other
facilities. Mr. Alam said: “Since they sounded reasonable, I placed
an order for fifty tents: thirty tents for international guests and twenty
for members of the Iranian royal family and Iranian dignitaries.”
As for the catering, Mr. Alam said that because there was no
organization in Iran that was experienced enough or capable of
such a task, he had turned the job over to the world-renowned
Maxim’s in Paris, asking them to offer us a proposal. “As for
the cost,” he said, “we have given it some thought, and we hope to
be able to pay the bill without straining the national budget.”Full
responsibility for the foreign guests was taken by the Ministry
of the Imperial Court.
Sometime later at one of the meetings of the High Committee, Mr.
Alam announced that, fortunately, the ideas he had generated for
covering the cost of the event had achieved success and that the
necessary funds had been raised. He had explained to a group
of industrialists and well-known businessmen, in a meeting at
the Ministry of the Imperial Court, that because they owed their
sizeable fortunes to the progress being made in the development
of the country, it would only be fair that the private sector
should cover the cost of entertaining Iran’s international guests
at two banquets. It had been agreed that they would collectively
donate 60 million tomans (US $8 million), which was deemed
sufficient for the event without denting the national budget.
By the middle of spring 1971 it had become clear that some
important European leaders would be attending the celebrations.
The meetings of the High Committee became shorter and more
efficient. Meetings were usually held either in the conference
room next to Mr. Alam’s office or at his house in Shemiran, but
because of urgent phone calls or his immediate summoning the
meetings were less formal. It was therefore decided that the
meetings would henceforth convene at a place outside Tehran in
order to have sufficient time to discuss important matters. Our
meetings were to be held at the Ramsar Hotel or at one of the
Caspian resorts. All the members of the committee were to be
flown north in a small plane and returned to Tehran after each
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meeting. I still recall that during
one of these meetings at the
Ramsar Hotel, it had become
clear that a sizeable number
of royalty and state leaders of
various republics would be
attending the banquet, and
we spent a whole afternoon
discussing the protocol and
the ranking of the guests, and
who would sit where.
Regarding
the
seating
arrangements, because the
guests comprised royalty, presidents, foreign ministers, and
other key figures representing their respective countries, and
because their countries were not equal in political and economic
terms, we debated whether it would be wise, for instance, to seat
the Soviet leader, who was from a socialist state, next to the king
of a small African state, or to seat the king of a small European
nation next to the president of an important country. Should we
follow the protocol laid down by the United Nations, which had
established the prominence of World War II’s primary victors
(the United States, Great Britain, the Soviet Union, France, and
China), or should we rely on the protocol of an older European
order? Most of our time was spent discussing these issues. In
the end it was decided that Mr. Guarib, the grand master of
ceremonies and protocol, would seek the advice of his European
counterparts and to report back to the High Committee.
The second matter that preoccupied us was the selection of
food that was to be served during the two-night reception at
Persepolis. How would we cope with the preferences of guests
who were coming from countries on five continents, each with
his own customary diet? They would be of different ages, and
some might be required to follow a special diet. How were we
to keep everybody happy? Another point was the importance
of serving Persian food, which we could not neglect because
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the hosts were to be the king
and queen of Iran, and it
was natural that our local
cuisine be presented. This
decision would also present
an opportunity to advertise
our national culinary tradition
as equal to those of China,
India, Italy, and France. This
discussion took a long time,
and some of our favorite
Persian dishes were included
on the menu. Some committee
members were of the opinion, that we should also introduce
regional dishes alongside the national ones. We finally reached
an agreement that, because the first night would be a seated
state dinner, it would make sense to serve an international menu
alongside Iranian caviar, which the guests would be familiar
with. But on the second night, dinner would be served buffet
style with various Iranian dishes alongside foreign ones, in case
some people preferred them, and in this way, nobody would
go away hungry. Of course, the presence of Iranian hostesses
at each table would ensure that the guests would learn about
the recipes and ingredients used in the Persian dishes. It was
decided therefore that the Ministry of the Imperial Court select
its top chefs and introduce them to the staff of Maxim’s to assist
them in preparing the Persian menus. Mixed in with our serious
discussion, some of us told jokes to lighten the atmosphere.
Somebody for instance speculated that some of the guests would
become sick after eating kashk-eh bademjaan (eggplant puree)
or koofteh tabrizi (meatballs) and would need to be rushed to
Nemazi Hospital in Shiraz instead of sightseeing at Persepolis.
At the beginning of the summer, Mr. Shoja’eddin Shafa returned
from a trip to Europe to Tehran and came to my office to deal
with a few outstanding matters. During our talks he stated that
the imperial celebrations had attracted bad publicity in France,
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especially in connection with
the contracts signed with
Jansen to purchase the tents
to house the guests, and with
the catering plans by Maxim’s
restaurant. He said that the
newspapers were filled with
many critical articles. He
asked me whether something
might be done. I replied that,
because the entire affair was
in the hands of the Ministry
of the Imperial Court, all I
could do was to add it to the agenda of the High Committee
meeting, and because Mr. Shafa was a member he should bring
up the matter himself. He agreed, and a few days later at a
meeting held at Niavaran Palace in the presence of Her Majesty
the Shahbanou, Mr. Shafa gave a report on his recent trip and
raised the issue of the criticisms in the French press. During
this period, the Shahbanou was constantly being interviewed
by the international media and was a principal supporter of the
celebrations. Therefore, when Mr. Shafa had finished his report,
Her Majesty said: “I don’t know who is benefiting from these contracts
with the foreign firms, but certainly the press attacks are hurting His
Majesty’s image.” Mr. Alam’s face was already swollen with anger
at Mr. Shafa’s report, but he took the Shahbanou’s comments to
heart. He asked for permission to speak. Addressing Her Majesty
directly in a bitter tone, he said: “All the necessary decisions that
were taken to maintain the dignity of Iran’s Imperial Court and the
respected guests were taken by me, and the entire responsibility of these
matters rests on this obedient servant’s shoulders. Because this is being
questioned, from this moment onward I resign from all my functions.”
With these words Mr. Alam rose to his feet, collected all his
papers, and left the room. His reaction to Mr. Shafa’s report,
which only covered his trip, was a surprise to everyone at the
meeting; a heavy silence descended over the assembly, leaving
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Her Majesty in an unexpected
and uncomfortable position.
A few moments later, the
Shahbanou said that, given
the extraordinary situation,
it would be best to conclude
the meeting and report to His
Majesty.
The meeting ended in this
fashion; it was not clear what
the future of these celebrations
and the fate of Mr. Alam and
Mr. Shafa would be. This
was no ordinary matter. The crux was that an important event
had been discussed on an international level and was in full
progress, with formal invitations sent to the leaders of many
nations; it was therefore not an undertaking that could be
suddenly halted. Without a doubt, any delay would have had
serious repercussions. Fortunately, the following week, the next
meeting of the High Committee was convened by Mr. Alam at
the Ministry of the Imperial Court, and no mention was made of
the discussions of the prior meeting.
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Iranian Jews & Religiosity
Case of Religiosity Among the Persian Jewish Minority in the
Post-Revolutionary Period & the Strategy of the Islamic Regime
-An Empirical Survey-

By: Farshid Delshad PhD in Historical-Comparative Linguistics
and Cultural Studies and since 1994 has been teaching languages and
cultures of the Middle East in Iran, USA Georgia, Russia, Germany,
France, and Switzerland. His focus includes Contrastive and Historical
Linguistics & Minority Research in the world of Islam.

INTRODUCTION
Among the religious minorities of Persia, Jews
are one of the most ancient populations and
have been living in the region for more than 27
centuries. This is a well-known fact, of which
even the authorities of the present-day Islamic
Republic seem to be proud, as the officials
emphasize the historicity of the Persian Jewry
in national and international media broadcasts, while also referring
to the government’s tolerance towards this minority amidst Islamic
dominance. While Jewish communities in the African continent,
namely in Morocco, Egypt, Algeria, Ethiopia, and Yemen, as well as in
almost all Middle Eastern countries such as Syria, Iraq, and Lebanon,
have gradually declined and finally almost vanished, Persia is still the
homeland of approximately 12,000 Jews1. However, this number–in
comparison to that prior to the Islamic Revolution–represents less than
1/10th of the Jewish population there in the 1970’s. Nevertheless, this
statistic indicates Iran holds the largest contemporary population of
Oriental Jewry in the Middle East and North Africa with the exception
of Turkey.
1- Cf. Delshad, Farshid: Situation of Religious Minorities under the Islamic Republic of Iran, Case of Persian Jewish Community, in: Das Parlament, Aus Politik und
Zeitgeschichte: Halle, Germany 2008; idem: A Short Chronology of the Persian
Jews, Bern University Press 2004; see also: Īrānīyān-e yahūdī in Ofoq-e Bīnā Mehr
1385, 09/2006.
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Despite various turbulent waves of religious resettlement, sociopoliticalbased pogroms, discrimination, and comparatively less significant
periods of sporadic tolerance–created by some rather lenient rulers–
these peoples are still living in urban cities in Iran, predominately
in Tehran, Isfahan, and Shiraz, where almost all Persian Jews have
become concentrated from the various large and small towns and
provinces throughout Iran.
This internal immigration within the country from different provinces
towards the abovementioned Iranian metropolises was firstly a
consequence of the First Gulf War (1980-1988), which caused the
dramatic abandonment of Persian cities that were situated near the
war-endangered regions. Furthermore, this immigration was a result
of Jews’ increasing marginalization immediately after the Islamic
Revolution. This happened particularly in religiously inclined areas.
This process unleashed panic and created insecurity for the gradually
isolated Jewish communities, who had been left in relatively small
provinces such as Kāshān, Yazd, Kermān, Boroujerd, Golpaygān.2
IRANIAN RELIGIOUS MINORITIES & THE CONCEPT OF
RELIGIOSITY
Iranian religious minorities, likewise probably all other nonMuslim minorities in the Islamic Orient, represent a remarkable
tendency towards ritual orthodoxy. In various contexts, referring
to Orientals using the term Orient implicates a religiously
motivated connotation. Yet Iran, as a typical case among
the Middle Eastern countries, has since ancient times been
representing this orthodox characteristic. Since the emergence of
Iranian society, this religious quality may have changed its title,
but it has remained consistent in its deeply religious content.
The Arab conquest of Persia starting in 633 AD has de facto led
to both voluntary and forced conversion of the majority of its
habitants, but this event did not actually change the inherently
religious dasein. This phenomenon is visible in the case of Iranian
2- Cf. Sanasarian, Eliz, Religious Minorities of Iran, Cambridge University
Press, 2000, pp.18-19.
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Jews and Zoroastrians more so than for Armenian Christians,
for instance. Perhaps the major factors that differentiated Jews
and Zoroastrians from Christians have to be sought for in their
assimilation effort with the Muslim majority and the extent to
which their attitudes were interwoven with those of their Muslim
compatriots. The fact that Armenians maintained a distinct
language from other Iranians and, at least until the beginning
of the 20th century, barely practiced Persian, stigmatized and
partially alienated this minority from the Muslim majority.3 The
size of the Christian community enabled it to maintain a different
3- Although the view concerning the weakness of the Armenian population
regarding Persian might be considered up to some extent as a prejudicial
stereotype with a certain pejorative connotation, this factor has been always
a disturbing point referring to this minority at least until the building of the
nation-state at beginning of the 20th century. The witnesses of the European adventurers and orientalists who had visited the country during 19th
and the beginning the 20th century underline also this fact. They argued
that the Christian minorities and particularly the Armenian talked barely
Persian, and their lack of communicational capability in the linguistic aspect is almost obvious: “…With an ingrained sense of superiority over the
other Persians, Armenians jealously guarded their language and culture.
Often knew only enough Persian to engage in their trade relations. Like
Assyrians, Armenians could look to the West for political protection and for
models of reform.” Cf. Maneck, Susan Stiles: The Conversion of Religious Minorities to the Bahā’í Faith in Iran, Some Preliminary Observations, Journal of Baha’i Studies 3:3 (1990-1991), http://bahai-library.com/articles/conversion.
iran.; Fischel, Walter: Jews in Persia in Jewish Social Studies 12 (April 1950):
pp.153-155; Sanasarian accentuates also this phenomenon, however she
views this diversity concerning the sociopolitical engagement among the
various religious minorities on the country in some extent from a different
viewpoint: “ […] Assyrians and Chaldeans, whose history has been more
intensely intermingled with the missionaries, have played a less dynamic
role in the shaping of modern Iranian (nation-)state. The Jews for most of
the twentieth century were impoverished, by necessity bent on survival,
lacked a strong religious leadership. Vivified by the Shii Muslim ulama and
living under the perpetual threat of assaults, the Jews were unable to participate visibly and actively in national events. Bahais, never recognized,
relied on their own internal solidarity (with latent international networks)
to live in their homeland...the Armenians and Zoroastrians stand out as the
most dramatic actors in the Iranian political scene. With strong communal
organizations and better leadership, they related to the local ulama [...]” Cf.
Sanasarian (2000), p.54.
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identity from Muslim paradigms and to isolate itself from other
predominately-Muslim influences.4 However, for Armenians in
particular, the cultural and socioeconomic impacts emanating
from the Christian occident were welcomed. Yet in contrast to
the Christians, the Jews and Zoroastrians considered themselves
as Iranians and continuously throughout the centuries drew
their identity from and within the Iranian context.5 The official
seasonal journal of the Persian Jewish Community Ofoq-e Bīnā
publishes almost in every edition at least one essay, reportage,
or short statement, in which the Persian roots and values of the
Iranian Jewry are emphasized:
The Iranian Jews (kalīmīyān-e īrānī) are very proud of
the fact that they belong to the oldest nations who have
lived in this country since ancient times, starting during
the Achaemenid era in Cyrus more than 2500 years ago.
The Jews feel at home here and recognize Iran as their
beloved native soil. The Iranian Jews together with their
Muslim compatriots and their Muslim religious brothers
(barādarān-e moslamān-e dīnī) celebrate Iranian festivities
and honor the ritual and religious events of the country,
which are not primarily from Jewish origin, but they are
appreciated by these folks in the same measure as with
their own rituals.6
From the linguistic aspect, the use and function of Hebrew
as well as Avestan are restricted to religious rituals and as
liturgical languages for temple and prayer ceremonies. The
Iranian Christians, by contrast, have considered themselves as
ethnic Armenians or Assyrians and identified strongly with
Armenia, external Catholic or Orthodox Gregorian churches,
4- Cf. Hagemann, Ludwig, Christentum contra Islam, Eine Geschichte gescheiteter Beziehungen, Prius Verlag: Darmstadt, pp. 9-10.
5- Cf. Maneck (1990-1991): pp. 18-21.
6- Cf. Ofoq-e Bīna, Jašne nowrūz, Farvardīn; 81/March 22: http://www.iranjewish.com/News_F/news_12_1.htm.
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and generally with the Christian world. They perceived
the triumphal posture of their Western co-religionists–who
assumed the religion of that culture was the righteous one–as
their own victory. Lacking a strong and omnipresent religious
leadership among the Jews and Zoroastrians, these minorities
drew their self-image, and to some extent, their percepts of
identity questions, from the attitudes of Muslim Iranians, which
in some cases led to voluntary conversion to Islam. In contrast to
this, the Christians derived a much stronger image from sources
outside of Iran. Interestingly, when Jews–through the influence
of European Jewry–in the late first half of the 20th century
began to identify themselves with the West to some extent, the
incidence of conversion slowed considerably.7 Yet, as a typical
characteristic of Iranian minorities, this factor is to be seen as
an intentional and conscious effort on behalf of those peoples
in order to obtain behavioral conformity with the dominant
majority. The Jews, Christians (both Orthodox and Catholic),
Zoroastrians, as well as the younger religious communities
in Iran, like the Muslims converted to Protestantism and the
Baha’is, indicate and form almost cliché characteristics of
religious communities. These minorities in their religious and
traditional attitudes and accouterments seem to be as orthodox
as the Muslim majority. The discriminations and restrictions
against those minorities have de facto less to do with the rate
of religious intensiveness among the dominant majority, and
more to do with the synthesis of differences between those
poles, and subsequently, as the result of being an outcast due
to ghettoizing and self-ghettoizing. This phenomenon has

7- Contemporary Western accounts of the Jewish community would tend to
support W. Fischel’s evaluation concerning the poverty of religious knowledge among the Persian Jews. Before the arrival of Christian missionaries,
the Bible was read in Hebrew, often without any understanding. The earliest translations of the Bible into Persian and Judeo-Persian were made and
distributed by the Christians. Even Hebrew Bibles were generally obtained
through missionaries. The Talmud was virtually unknown, and the Jewish
clergy had little education. s. Fischel, Walter. (April 1950), p.156.
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• Ali Younesi, Iranian President Rohani's Adviser in Ethnic and Religious Minorities' Affaire while visiting
the main Synagogue in Shira

developed over the centuries into a social heterogeneity with
much more negative and ambiguous aspects, and has much less
of a link to multiculturalism and positive diversity than what
is often claimed on behalf of Middle Eastern scholars.8 As a
comprehensive study of all religious minorities living in Iran
and their attitudes towards religiosity would go further than
the capacity of this paper, I will restrict my focus on the case
of religiosity among the Persian Jewish communities in Iran.
However, the research presented here will hopefully contribute
to more expansive studies on other non-Muslim minorities,
such as Zoroastrians, Christians, and Baha’is.9

8- Cf. SANASARIAN (2000), PP. 21-22.
9- For further surveys on other non-Muslim minorities of Iran and the status of their religiosity see: Keddie, Nikki R, Iran: Religion, Politics and Society.
London: Frank Cass, 1980; MacEoin, D. M., “Bahai Faith: Bahai Persecutions,” in Encydopaedia Iranica, vol. III.
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IRANIAN JEWS: PAST AND PRESENT
A single glance at the public lifestyle of Persian Jews during the
Pahlavi dynasty–particularly during the 1960s and ‘70s–would
persuade almost anyone that the Jews, in tandem with other
minorities and the Muslim majority, undertook and adapted to
more or less the same waves of modernization and secularization
that propagated through the mainstream of that period. The
modification of communal life towards modernity, following
western and European patterns, created less divergence between
Muslims and non-Muslims.
The Iranian Jews have in their turn taken part in modernistic
movements and the westernizing of their community to the
same extent as their Muslim neighbors. This attempt was later
used against this minority in the post-revolutionary era, when
they were blamed and even publically accused of collaborating
and sympathizing with imperialistic powers (predominately
USA) and their supporters (Israel). The Jews were libeled for
attempting to westernize and demoralize the country from its
Islamic values during the Pahlavi regime. This changing, prior
to the rise of the Islamic Revolution, reflects in most cases in the
altering of religious lifestyle towards secularity. For instance,
the number of attendees to synagogues in urbanized cities in
Iran shows a considerable reduction during the 1960s and ‘70s
in comparison to the previous decades. Empirical field research
conducted from 2002-2004, including interviews in more than
20 Iranian synagogues in Tehran, Isfahan, and Shiraz, supports
the perception of the author that religiosity, conservatism, and
strong belief in religious fundamentalism have been emerging
and increasing in an accelerative way within the Jewish
community since the establishment of the Islamic Republic. The
following samples of interviews underline this thesis:10
P. Z.11 (M), 60, an instructor of mathematics and physics at
10- All following interviews are from the years 2001-2009.
11- All popper names are changed respectively quoted as acronyms to keep
the personal data anonymized.
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the Shiraz University and simultaneously a renowned and
active personality of the Shiraz Jewish Community (Anjoman-e
Kalīmīyān-e Shīrāz), functioning often as speaker and preacher of
Shiraz’s Jewry, asserts:
The astonishing reality is that before the Islamic
Revolution you would have seen here maybe just hardly
20 predominately old men who participated in praying and
ritual ceremonies in the synagogue, let alone the Jewish
women who had other occupations and hobbies than to
go to the synagogues. Yet you are the witness of hundreds
of members from little children up to retired old men and
women from every class and profession and from young
girls to grannies who are visiting this and other prayer
houses regularly. Some of them come here even regularly
for daily praying.
N.M. (M), 61, an engineer and Hebrew teacher at the Shiraz
Jewish school (Kowsar), states:
“I’ve been teaching Biblical Hebrew for more than 40 years
in this city. My occupation as a teacher goes back to years
before the Islamic Revolution. I remember very well that
under the oppressive regime (rejīm-e tāghūt), it was hard to
persuade our Jewish pupils and even their parents to take
part in Hebrew courses offered by the Jewish Community
of Shiraz. Approximately every day, I had to count on the
absence of my pupils, and the classrooms were almost half
full. Now–thank God– (bārūkh hašem) after the victory of
the Islamic Revolution, we are witnessing an increasing
number of Jewish attendees. I mean schoolchildren and
even adults show interest in taking part in our Hebrew
courses. The authorities and the Ministry of Culture and
Islamic Guidance support us in their turn and we are really
gratified for being able to flourish our Jewish religion and
culture.”
A similar statement is given by P.Y. (M), 57, a film producer
and director, also the chief of the Jewish Community in Tehran
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(ʾAnjoman-e kalīmīyāne-e Tehrān):
We might be a very small community in terms of members
as a religious minority, in comparison to other non-Muslim
communities and to those numbers of Jews before the
Islamic Revolution, but you may bear in mind we are even
stronger in some ways. We are in possession of more than
eleven active and functioning synagogues in Tehran, and
many of these religious buildings have a Hebrew school for
both boys and girls. We owned two kosher restaurants, three
concert halls, a Jewish hospital, a Jewish cemetery, and even
a Jewish sanatorium for old or retired people. Furthermore,
there is a library with more than 25,000 titles.
SH. P. (M), 37, a Hebrew teacher in Isfahan’s Jewish Community,
utters with a persuading self-confidence in his voice:
I am quite sure the Iranian government and their functionaries
are more tolerant to the Iranian Jews than they are even to
themselves. If we are gathering in a house or in a location
in order to celebrate a religious ceremony or a wedding,
or even to celebrate a party with wine accompanying nonconventional music (mūsīqī-ye mokhālefe ʿorf), the authorities
would leave us in peace as soon as they realize we are
Jews. Belonging to a religious minority, we enjoy even
more freedom and even higher privileges than the Muslim
majority. We see almost everywhere in the world there are
anti-Semitic and anti-Jewish movements, perhaps in Europe
more than in Iran. In Germany, for instance the neo-Nazis
bother the Jews and even draw swastikas on the Jewish
tombs and defame Jewish cemeteries. We do not have such
problems. We are an officially recognized religious minority
and even have a representative in the Islamic Parliament,
where our deputies defend the interests of the Jewish
communities countrywide.”
Other individuals supported more or less the same ideas. Since
the author is not intending to evaluate or analyze the rate of
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verity or fair-mindedness of the interviewed individuals based
on any qualitative methods, one may have no other choice but to
accept those statements as reliable. However, there is no doubt
that living under a theocratic regime with all its instruments of
repression and observation, the interviewer and interviewees
may both be reading from a metaphorical “hidden script”
dictating an acceptable narrative. Being a minority amidst
a majority is perhaps an effective excuse not to be open with
one another, concealing one’s true thoughts. An interview with
two active members of the Iranian Jewish Community in Los
Angeles (2009) underlines more or less the same impression:
We assert that there is no need for a particular dogma
within our community since we do not have reform within
our Iranian Jewish community. We certainly have none of
the dilemmas Ashkenazi Jews faced upon emigration to the
United States. For example, we are fortunate enough not to
have widespread intermarriage and gay marriages within our
community. Moreover, there have never been controversial
incidents related to having female or homosexual rabbis.
Finally, we are content that our community, for the most
part, did not undergo the forces of assimilation, albeit there is
a great tendency towards acculturation. However, we argue
that sociologically, Iranian Jews have adapted themselves
to whichever country in which they reside - whether in
Spain, Algeria, Yemen, Iraq, Egypt, or Iran. Indeed, Reform
Judaism grew as a result of the enlightenment period.
The Age of Enlightenment was an intellectual movement
during the late seventeen and eighteenth centuries uniting
the concepts of God, nature, and reason. We in our Oriental
communities have not had such movements.12

12- Cf. Kashani, Houman and Lalezary, Arash: The Iranian Persian Judaism,
One God, One Torah, and One Persian Jewish community, Los Angeles March
23, 2001.
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The majority of the Iranian Jewish emigrants living in Jerusalem
and Tel Aviv who have been interviewed by the author, share
a very similar viewpoint regarding the conservatism of their
communities. Soleiman Kohen Ghadosh, 45, a textile merchant
living in Jerusalem since 1981, states:
Honestly, the Persian Jewish communities–to best of my
knowledge–underwent minimal changes concerning their
religiosity and the strict ritual orders that they held and
carried from their homeland, Iran. Some of them, I may dare
to claim, became even more orthodox than they had been
preceding their immigration to Israel. I suppose the danger
that the Persian Jews forced to leave their homeland faced–
rather than the fear of absence of liberty under the new
regime–was the feeling of uncertainty in respect to what
would have happened to them if they had decided to stay
in the country, and not merely the nostalgia for the religious
freedom. I see that some of the Persian Jews of the second
generation are partially more religious and orthodox than
the native-born Israeli Jews.
The lack of existing epochal enlightenment among the Oriental
societies of the variety we witnessed in Europe in the 17th and
18th centuries, has been factually supporting the continuation
of the orthodoxy in its historical and traditional manners within
the Iranian Jewry. Yet since the Islamic Revolution, the Jewish
community has been struggling to adapt or revitalize its religious
identity and ritual intensification in order to compensate for
its decimating numbers on one side, and to protect its own
social security amidst the Muslim majority on the other side.
Yet current religious revival de facto remains in contrast to the
reformist attempts on behalf of the same minority together with
Muslims in the years immediately before the Islamic Revolution.
Signaling intellectuality and enlightenment, a remarkable
number of young Jewish students and even members of the
working class were intermingling and sympathizing with the
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trending Marxist-Leninist ideology and its dependent parties
together with their Muslim compatriots, striving for equal
rights and democracy under the Pahlavi regime. Even during
the turbulent periods of the Constitutional Revolution (19061911), the Jews made some effort to participate actively in the
political life of their society.13 Street demonstrations and sending
their representatives to the Constitutional Parliament and press
publishing were parts of this attempt.14 In addition, there has
been evidence of a considerable number of young intellectual
Jews converting to the Baha’i religion as a symbol of belonging
to an enlightened society that in those epochs was a larger group
encompassing the intellectual component of Iranian society.15
These efforts and other social reforms, such as intermarriage
with non-Jews, the abandonment of traditional Jewish rituals,
and quitting synagogues, were all characteristic for the prerevolutionary era.
Part two of this article in Rahavard 124, fall 2018

13- Cf. Bacher, Wilhelm, Les Juifs en Perse au XVII et au XVIII siècle d’ après
les chroniques poétiques de Babai Loutf b. Farhad, in Revue des études Juives 52,
1906, pp. 31-33.
14- Cf. Nikbakht, Faryar: Yahūdīyān dar nehzat-hā wa ʾahzāb-e sīyāsī in: Terʿūā,
The History of Contemporary Iranian Jews, vol. 1, Fall 1996, p. 69-92, see also:
Levy, Habib: Tārīkhe- yahūdīyān-e īran, Tehran 1969, p. 189, see also : Bayat,
Mangol, Iran’s First Revolution: Shi’ism and the Constitutional Revolution of
1905-1909, New York: Oxford University Press, 1991.
15- Although The Jewish conversion movement began already in Hamadan
around 1877, and by 1884, according to the historian Habib Levy, involved
some one hundred and fifty of the eight-hundred Jewish households there
(Levy, Habib 1969 p. 657). From there, the Bahāʾī Faith spread to the Jewish communities of other Iranian cities, including Kāshān (where half of
the Bahāʾī community was of Jewish origin), Tehran, Isfahan, Bukhara, and
Golpaygān (where seventy-five percent of the Jewish community was said
to have converted) (Curzon, George: Persia and the Persian Question, Volume
1. New York: Barnes and Noble, 1882 p. 500).
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Remembering A FRIEND
This article in “Persian” was first published in Keyhan London on Nov
9th 2005.

By: Feridoon Zandfard, former Iranian Ambassador

About Author: Ambassador Feridoon Zand-Fard
was born in 1925 in Iran. He received his Ph.D. in
political science from New York University before
embarking on his diplomatic career. He joined
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Iran where he
held numerous high responsibilities both before &
after the revolution of 1979; this included several
ambassadorships in Kuwait, Iraq & Pakistan. He is
the author of several books on the Middle East & a well-known authority on
the region.
I had long promised to visit him. We have both lived through
many years of our lives, today equally suffering from the effects
of advanced age. I could not break my vow. I also knew I had
little time ahead living in the uncertainty of what tomorrow
may have in store. I had to make up my mind & answer his
kind call. My daughter in Geneva was going to give birth to a
child & wanted her father to be close by. This was a welcome
coincidence as well & an opportunity I could not afford to miss.
After fifteen years, I started packing the bags, getting ready for
the trip.
Throughout the years, Montreux has been the residence of my
noble friend. It is not far from Geneva, it only takes an hour to
reach Montreux. His residence is known as “Villa les Roses”.
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“When my father bought this property, for a whole week I
refused to talk to him.” he recalls “it was a little village with no
interest, one can even say it was a gloomy grim place. Besides,
I did not want to live outside my country & get involve in the
adventure of setting up a new home.”

Today, Montreux has a new image, bustling, bright & full of joy.
It has become a favourite rendezvous for tourists, a happening
place for the youth; & a popular corner for the middle agers &
older generation to get together. For people of advanced age,
one may say it is an ideal spot, a paradise. The surrounding
green hills provide the beautiful houses with a spectacular
view. The modern hotels as well as the old ones by their side,
enjoy a delightful scenery, overlooking the azure lake. Centres
for recreation, wonderful restaurants & the luxury shops are
all crowded with customers. They enhance the attractiveness &
richness of this town. Today, my friend should be happy his
father had made such a choice.
One hears that Ahmad Shah, the last king of the Qajar dynasty
had fallen in love with Montreux, charmed by its beauty.
Whenever he visited Switzerland, he made sure to spend some
time in Montreux & stay in his favourite hotel known as the
“Monterey Palace”, three other royal heads of states, Naser
al-Din Shah Qajar, King of Netherland & Queen Victoria also
frequented the palace. It was inaugurated in 1906. The owners
of the hotel boast & rejoice when they speak of their history &
the renowned visitors.
*******
“Villa les Roses” has a sympathetic & familiar look. It is built in
two floors with wide open space around, yet hardly exposed to
onlookers. The ground floor consists of four simple rooms each
one opening to another, a bit in the style of the old homes in
Tehran & somewhat with a gloomy & grim aura. The furniture
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is bulky, in the old style, making movement on the floor of the
rooms far from easy. I never succeeded in finding a reasonably
comfortable chair in the whole house where I could sit & relax
for a few minutes. The heavy furniture gives the large red carpet
in the drawing room little chance to bring its beauty to the eyes
of the beholder. All over the room is full of framed pictures,
reminiscent of recent memories & years passed. It is commonly
said that the owner’s collections of photographs are unique in
both quantity & quality. In all these years they have only added
one room, a sort of veranda, to the main part. That is the very
single room that so generously & artistically welcomes all the
green of the garden & the beauty of the surrounding views to
the house. It is here that “Villa les Roses” finds its sense & the
addition does full & pleasing justice. The upper floor of the
residence has the same simplicity as the ground floor. It serves
as the living area of the owner. A narrow, crooked stairway
joins the two storeys.
When I saw him after a lapse of twenty-seven long years, I could
easily read the marks of aging; traces of passing of time were
easily visible on his face. Despite several surgical operations, he
still stands in good posture though often supported by a long
black & unsmooth walking stick when moving around. His
mind is alert & sharp, his memory keen & even brighter than
ever. He recalls all the events of the past decades of his life in
minute details with days, months & years. Nothing ever escapes
his discerning attention.
That day, by happy coincidence he was hosting Queen Fawzia
first wife of the Shah of Iran & mother of his ex-wife, Princess
Shahnaz. She was much shrunk by advanced age; her hearing
was weakened, but the cruel hand of time had spared, perhaps
cunningly, remnants of that legendary beauty.
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Queen Fawzia1 apparently had an apartment in the
neighbourhood of Lausanne & was visiting Switzerland for
medical check-up & recovery. She left for Cairo the following
day.
Zahedi has not changed his old habits. With meticulous care &
discipline, he makes sure everything is well organised. He is
an early bird, continues to walk as much as he can, though the
distances tend to become shorter every now & then. His lunch
is simple, consists of a small plate of green salad that he usually
takes in ZUCHER, a coffee-house in the heart of town, which
has become well-known, a popular meeting place for friends &
acquaintances who are systematically invited to sit at his table &
share his lunch. His dinner is served around 7.30. He continues
to swim, have some moments for sport, & a medical massage
therapy every other day. In the evenings he watches the news
on an American TV channel before retiring to bed at 11.30. Then
1- Fawzia Fuad of Egypt (Persian:  ;شاهدخت فوزیه فؤاد5 November 1921 – 2 July
2013), also known as Queen Fawzia of Iran, was an Egyptian princess
who became Queen of Iran as the first wife of Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.
A declassified CIA report in May 1972 described the union as a political
move. The marriage was also significant in that it united Sunni royal, the
Princess of Egypt & a Shia royal, the Crown Prince of Iran. Soon after her
husband’s ascent to the throne, Queen Fawzia appeared on the cover of the
21 September 1942, issue of Life magazine, photographed by Cecil Beaton,
who described her as an “Asian Venus” with “a perfect heart-shaped face
& strangely pale but piercing blue eyes. On 17 November 1948 she divorced
the Shah. A major condition of the divorce was that her daughter Shahnaz
Pahlavi be left behind to be raised in Iran. On 28 March 1949, at the Koubba
Palace in Cairo, Princess Fawzia married Colonel Ismail Chirine (or Shirin)
(1994–1919), who was the eldest son of Hussein Chirine Bey & his wife, HH
Princess Amina Bihruz Khanum Effendi. Princess Fawzia was the daughter
of Fuad I, the seventh son of Ismail the Magnificent. She descended from
the Muhammad Ali Dynasty. After the Egyptian Revolution of 1952, her
royal titles were no longer recognized by the Egyptian government. Until
her death in 2013, she was the oldest member of the deposed Muhammad
Ali Dynasty residing in Egypt. Princess Fawzia lived in Alexandria, Egypt,
where she died on 2 July 2013 at the age of 91. She was buried in Cairo next
to her second husband.
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dawns another day & the same rituals. For the past several years
he has been spending some of his time writing his memoirs.
The fruits of his efforts, Volume One of his memoirs that covers
his “Childhood to the end of his mission as Ambassador in London”
will soon be on display in the windows of major bookshops.
Three or at least two more volumes are in the early stages.2
The day these memoirs are completed & published they will
shed light on many major events of the past decades; & most
certainly present an original vision of diplomacy which would
bring new ideas to the political arena of leadership. The two
“Ambassadorial Missions in Washington & the five years he served
as Iran’s Foreign Minister”, seem to be the subjects of the next
two volumes. The “Memories of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs”
are the most important for him. Bringing this ambitious project
to its conclusion need a great deal of planning, concentration,
sacrifice & research. In one of the last days of my visit I raised
an intriguing question & brought up the subject of the memoirs
of “Asadullah Alam”. I then added that men of state owe their
memoirs to their nation & to the history. I admitted that the
project is arduous, need great patience but time flies & is deaf
to our pleadings. Yes, cruel Time pursues its hasty march to the
last syllables without care.
*******
In Montreux, as everywhere else, Zahedi cannot stay alone.
Several friends are always around. He has companions in the
diplomatic circles of Bern, participates in many social events;
numerous friends, Iranian & foreign, regularly come to visit
him & they do not leave him alone. In the few days that I
stayed with him in Montreux I discovered the wide range of
2-Volume I, The Memoires of Ardeshir Zahedi was published in 2006 &
Volume II of the Memoires of Ardeshir Zahedi (1954-1965) in 2010, both
published by Ibex Publishing in Bethesda Maryland. Currently Volume III
of Ardeshir Zahedi’s Memoires is ready for print & will be available by
August 2018.
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his social engagements. In one morning he received a famous
American journalist, Arnaud BORCHGRAVE (3) & his wife,
Alexandra with whom he was acquainted from the old days in
Washington. He is now at the head of the “American Institute
of Strategic Studies” which is an accredited centre of reflections.
He then met with a distinguished personality from Utah State
University in Salt Lake City & his wife who had come to visit
him to finalise the details of a major ceremony the university
intended to launch in his honour. This is the university where
Zahedi studied & from which he graduated. He received them
with his traditional hospitality, made sure that the scholarly
visitors would enjoy their time, find a chance to visit as much
of Switzerland & the attractions of the neighbouring areas as
possible. He was also expecting a visit from Professor Abbas
Milani, who was attending a conference in London. He wanted
him to participate in the world-famous Montreux Jazz Festival;
he knew how much he would enjoy it. Certain urgent academic
engagements deprived Milani from this opportunity. Though
their acquaintance is relatively recent, they have tied a strong
bond of friendship. The wealth of Zahedi’s experience &
incredibly fertile memory could be a welcome complement to
the fluency & power of Milani’s pen.
It was the month of July & there were plenty of Summer
vacationers. Princess Mahanz (his daughter), who works
in New York, had profited from the occasion & come to stay
for a few weeks with his father. I had not seen her for a good
many years. She is a gracious young lady, extremely polite, the
kind of person in whose presence you find peace & pleasure
through her humbleness, courtesy & kindness. Her presence in
3- Arnaud de Borchgrave, (Oct. 26, 1926- 15 February 2015) a globe-trotting
foreign correspondent & news executive who covered 17 wars by his count
& cultivated connections with world leaders to score exclusive interviews,
was a throwback to a more romantic era of journalism. De Borchgrave befriended world leaders as a foreign correspondent for Newsweek, filing
dispatches from Israel’s Six-Day War of 1967, Moammar Kadafi’s barracks
in Libya & European capitals during the height of the Cold War.
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Montreux was like a soft sunshine caressing her father’s soul
& body. I was most profoundly touched by her personality &
wish her all the happiness in the world. In all these wandering
years, living in a quiet corner of the world, Zahedi has never
abandoned his spiritual convictions & faithful practices. He
profoundly believes in Providence & has submitted to the will
of the Almighty Protector.
Zahedi is amongst the few who, thanks to family background &
social opportunities, entered the political arena when still very
young. From his early days he had established contacts, rubbing
shoulders with influential personalities & was well informed on
domestic & international events. He then began to the climb the
ladder of hierarchy, making a name for himself in the world of
diplomacy. Even today in the corner of exile & retirement, he
can always draw on the resources of his astounding memory
& participate in every conversation with an intelligence &
confidence that allows him soon to lead & dominate discussions,
no matter what the subject or the person in question may be.
He is not interested anymore in being wordy or garrulous;
the quality of what he says, & the force of his arguments has
dramatically improved. Time has passed from when he wanted
to participate in establishing a point & forcing an opinion. He
delicately avoids global judgements & appreciates the ideas &
positive aspects of the characters of those in his company. He
has grown patient & more tolerant; he enjoys conversing with
people who have different or even opposing ideas. He moves
sensibly towards understanding, compromise & reconciliation.
The installation of the Islamic Republic has changed many of his
projected aspirations. He has rationally accepted the reality of
the situation & its burden.
In the few days I spent in Montreux, I had the opportunity to
have extensive exchange of ideas with him trying to get closer
to his vision of the world. More than anything else, his heart
aches from the injustices done & still continues to be done to the
Palestinians. He speaks with impatience & fury. He is a leading
figure amongst those who believe, as long as the Palestinian
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issue is not justly resolved, it will be impossible to expect any of the
issues in the region will be settled. He is constantly researching
& is convinced that all these conflicts, massacres, the new
phenomenon of murder-suicides by bombing & atrocities have
their roots in this historical injustice.
“How can you possibly occupy someone’s land, take his
properties & then expect him to live in peace with the
confiscators & aggressors?”
His voice trembling with emotion & anger.
He was explaining & driving his points on the Palestinian issue
& I was amazed how informed he was on all the details, frictions,
enmities & intrigues. He could recall the whole history of the
conflict, the ups & downs of diplomatic efforts & negotiations.
He talked as an expert on this highly complex subject, yet at a
remarkably professional level. I had to tell him what I thought &
express my admiration. He continued to argue that the present
efforts will not produce the desired effect for peace & we should
be in search of a fundamental evolution in our ways of thinking
& revise our approaches.
He considers the attack on & occupation of Iraq a “tragic
mistake” & refers to the perpetrators with harsh words. His
verdict on Saddam Hussein is more calculated with a fairness
that approaches the judgements of history. On the peaceful use
of “nuclear energy” in Iran & “development of new technology”, he
is adamant & continues to insist on the legitimate rights of his
home country. He follows his efforts to collect the necessary
documents & bits & pieces of historical evidence to establish
that the 16th of August 1953 (25th. of Mordad) was a coup d’état
& the 19th of August 1953 (28th. of Mordad) was a popular
resurrection, a national movement. The support he receives
for his theory is not negligible & who knows, in the long run,
more & more people will be convinced by the wealth of this
documentation & adhere to his view.
It has now been three decades that Zahedi has lived in the small
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but beautiful town of Montreux. Administratively, Montreux is
part of the Canton of Vaud that includes some other charming
sister cities such as Vevey, Lausanne & the municipality of Nyon.
The truth is that Zahedi is no more a stranger in the community.
His courteous conduct & gentle treatment of others has secured
him a distinct place in the heart of the citizens. No matter
whether riding in the streets in his old Rolls Royce or walking
with his cane on the pavements, most people immediately
recognize him; they all approach him with a kind smile on their
faces & welcoming words on their lips. A shopkeeper who sees
him caught in an unexpected torrential rain, invites him inside
& asks him to stay till the skies become more clement & nature’s
anger has subsided. In the Health Club of Montreux Palace,
he is by far the most famous member. Everyone calls him by
his name & inquire about his health. A few talented Iranians
who have worked hard & managed to open a restaurant in
town, when they see him passing by, leave their customers,
forget about their job & try to get close & talk to him; such is
the warm atmosphere surrounding him which attracts many.
People speak of everything to him; a medical doctor who has
immigrated from Eastern Europe, lives in Montreux & runs
a clinic with the help of his wife, is treated like his own son.
Discretely, he follows Zahedi’s activities & tries to find if there
is a need for some help at this stage of his life. The French chef
of a restaurant in the famous hotel, rushes from the kitchen in
his uniform to greet him & asks if he is satisfied with the quality
of the food. A beautiful young shopkeeper & an old black man
who plays a musical instrument in the street run towards him
with joy, showering him with kind kisses. One day after having
witnessed the genuine sentiments of the citizens towards him,
I said in jest, “with such degree of popularity, why doesn’t he run
for the post of the governor of the region”? With a sweet smile, he
returned “that after all it was not a bad idea except for the fact he does
not yet master their language the way he should”.
The relationship of Zahedi with Montreux is like that of a guest
& a loving host, affectionate, friendly, balanced & reciprocal.
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Once again it seems that he has found his relative calm & the
town is happy to host such a highly distinguished guest. The
souvenirs of his decades in Montreux could justly constitute the
subject of the last volume of his memoirs, an epilogue to a long
tale of a life with so many adventures, so full of ebbs & flows.
Should he choose to add some personal touches, revealing the
inner side of his personality, his personal views & anecdotes,
his memoirs would also read as a true narrative, a best-selling
novel. For the moment he says his efforts are concentrated on a
struggle to survive; “life is tough, it is an endless battle”. Zahedi
has no public or hidden political activities. All his heart & mind
are devoted to his native land, his beloved Iran, of which he
thinks with true affection & aspiration.
In Montreux, Zahedi has become much wiser, more intelligent
& certainly much more experienced.
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Kofi Atta Annan
Nobility of the Mind & Generosity of the Heart

A Born Peace-Maker & Good Wisher

In December 2001, Kofi Annan was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize in recognition of the
collective work he, & the United Nations
colleagues had done to create “A Better
Organised & More Peaceful World.”
The first week of April 2018, from Geneva to
New York, from Africa to the remote corners of
the world the 80th birthday of Kofi Annan was celebrated. It was an
occasion to remember the remarkable things he has achieved in his life:
his efforts to bring peace & to replace the feuds with reconciliation &
dialogue. His four decades of service at the United Nations starting as a
modest member of the staff & reaching the highest position of Secretary
General for two consecutive terms are already glorified in the annals of
this organisation. Kofi Annan is a great scholar with a philosophical
mind, a mature & balanced statesman, a distinguished writer & orator,
a loved professor & appreciated Chancellor of university, but above all
a man of great heart, a loyal friend & a true lover of humanity. These
are the very qualities that have won him the reputation that he has, &
the highest distinctions to which a man can aspire.
Kofi Atta Annan was born on the 8th of April 1938 in Kumasi,
Ghana. His father, Henry, was a regional governor. He started
his academic studies at University of Science & Technology,
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• The photo at the graduation day of European University in Geneva:
From left to right: Ambassador Aredshir Zahedi, Mr Laurent Wehril Mayor of Montreux & National
Counsellor, Secretary General Kofi Annan, Professor Craen, President of EU University, 2014.

Kumasi, Ghana before entering Macalester College, St.
Paul, Minnesota, where he got his B.A. in economics, 1961.
He then attended Institut Universitaire des Hautes Etudes
Internationales, Genève, Switzerland & finally got his master’s
degree from the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of
Technology(MIT) in 1971. His diplomatic career started in 1962
at UN, while still pursuing his studies, later to become the first
& only UN Secretary General chosen from the ranks of UN
staffers. From 1960 to 1980 he held various posts at UN agencies
& became High Commissioner for Refugees. For the next 16
years, Kofi served as Assistant Secretary General in Planning,
Budget & Finance, Peacekeeping Operations & Under-Secretary
General. From 1997 to 2007, he was elected two consecutive
terms. Having served on several peace making & humanitarian
missions & as Chancellor of Ghana University, he returned to
Switzerland where he had lived & worked in his youth. Chaired
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many advocacy groups & missions for peace, in Africa, Syria
& other corners of the world wherever a crisis seemed to be
threatening peace & security. In 2007 he created the Kofi Annan
Foundation, “to promote better global governance & strengthen
the capacities of people & countries to achieve a fairer, more
peaceful world.” The mission was to raise awareness & promote
effective responses to emerging threats to peace & security.
Since then the Foundation has achieved more than expected
& its services to humanity have been acclaimed by the leaders
of the world & appreciated by millions of people in need of
help. His devotion to education; his profound conviction that
knowledge & culture are the fundamental keys to liberty &
progress, are clear in all his writings. He has expressed & insisted
that: “The Young people should be at the forefront of global
change & innovation. Empowered, they can be key agents for
development & peace. If, however, they are left on society’s
margins, all of us will be impoverished. Let us ensure that all
young people have every opportunity to participate fully in
the lives of their societies.”. “Education,” he firmly believes,
“is a human right with immense power to transform. On its
foundation rest the cornerstones of freedom, democracy &
sustainable human development.” He enjoys spending hours
talking to the young generation which he considers as: “The
promises of future, the potential architects of a better world
he dreams of”.
In 2014 he honoured the graduates of European University
by attending their graduation ceremony. It was on the same
occasion that his loyal friend, Ambassador Ardeshir Zahedi, was
awarded honorary doctoral degree in Law & Political Sciences.
The secret of this friendship is in numerous values that they
share, the same courage & faith in the future. They both have
stated over & over, they are not afraid to dream. Kofi Annan
once wrote: “You first have to start with a dream. Build your
castles in the air & give it foundation. Without a dream, you
are not going to get anywhere.”
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In his famous speech at the
Youth Conference in Bogota,
Colombia,
Kofi
Annan
pronounced these memorable
words that reveal the nobility
of the mind & the hopes of
this great man for the future:
“We need hope but also
strong leadership. And this
is where everyone must play
a role. In societies emerging
from conflict, it is up to each
individual & institution to
stress on what unites us, over which sets us apart. And let
me repeat: you are never too young to lead & never too old to
learn. So, I call on the young generation to put its remarkable
energy, insight & passion in the service of reconciliation &
peace.”
THE WORLD IS PARTICULARLY MESSY TODAY & LACKS
“STRONG LEADERS”
The following interview by Zeinab Badawi1 BBC HARDtalk was
recorded before the U.S., U.K. & France launched airstrikes in Syria
in response to a suspected chemical attack on the town of Douma.
Zeinab Badawi: Welcome to Hardtalk here on the BBC

World Service with me Zeinab Badawi. From Geneva the
headquarters for the Kofi Annan Foundation that marks its
10th anniversary. My guest in this exclusive & rare broadcast
interview is Kofi Annan. In a career spanning six decades
at the United Nations he held several senior positions

1- Zeinab Badawi is a Sudanese-British television & radio journalist. She
was the first presenter of the ITV Morning News, & co-presented Channel
4 News with Jon Snow before joining BBC News. Badawi was the presenter
of World News Today broadcast on both BBC Four & BBC World News &
Reporters, a weekly showcase of reports from the BBC.
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including, of course, two terms as Secretary General until
2006. There were the highs like the award of the Nobel Peace
Prize but also tragic events like the Rwanda Genocide & the
massacre of Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica. After the UN,
Kofi Annan remained deeply involved in world affairs,
both through his foundation & as a member of “The Elders”,
a group of former political leaders who serve as trouble
shooter in global hotspots. As Kofi Annan celebrates his
80th birthday, in front of a specially invited audience, we
ask: what are his biggest fears about the world today & does
he have any regrets in his long career. Kofi Annan at the
Graduate Institute in Geneva, welcome to Hardtalk.

Kofi: Happy to be here with you.
Zeinab: Thank-you. you’ve had a very busy retirement

since you left the UN, do you think that the world is a more
troubled place today than it was when you left the UN?

Kofi: I’ve discovered retirement is hard work but has to keep at
it. I think I went through difficult moments at the UN, including
the Iraq War, but the world is particularly messy today when
we look at what is happening in the Middle East, some parts of
Africa, some parts of Asia also the fact that I don’t see the strong
leaders around who could cope with it.
Zeinab: You don’t think that there are strong leaders in

the world today? I mean there’s Donald Trump in the
Whitehouse [audience laughs] & he’s making very strong,
robust statements about Syria, for instance, saying that the
suspected chemical attack in Douma, that we’ve seen just
recently killing dozens of people including children, needs
a robust response.

Kofi: Yeah. Different people have different definitions of
leadership, but leadership is not about the individual. When
you have macho leaders, who believe they ought to shine & it
all is about them & forgetting what is required, is the welfare of
society & the people they serve.
Zeinab: Are you referring to Donald Trump though? Because

when you look at what’s happened in Syria so many people
are appalled by that recent attack & we saw one also last
year. And you know he (Donald Trump) referred to Bashar
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al-Assad, the President of Syria, as “an animal” as a “gaskilling animal” & he has said “we’ve got to have a response.
Get ready for nice, new, smart missiles in Syria.”

Kofi: I don’t approve of that. Not only don’t I approve of that;
but like the Secretary General’s position. He said…
Zeinab: Secretary General of the UN Antonio Guterres?
Kofi: Yes, he said “What is required is unfettered investigation to
determine who is responsible, hold them to account, & then show that
impunity is not allowed to stand.” We, “THE ELDERS”, which
I, as chairman, share very much, issued a statement that: what
we need today are leaders who are level headed, who will not rush to
judgement so by judgment we cannot allow situations where leaders
threaten war on television or on Twitter. Do we base ourselves on facts
or speed? We’ve seen this before. We had investigations in Iraq
which was not allowed to get to a decisive conclusion. We were
informed by the US government, there were weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq which we now know it was false information.
In today’s world I think that we need to have a strategic view;
is military action alone a solution? Will there have to be a better
option or strategy apart from that? I believe in getting the (UN
Security Council) & other leaders to come together to resolve the
Syrian Crisis once & for all. I think it is much more important to
push the West & the East, the international group (UN Security
Council), the regional powers, & the Syrians to work together to
find a solution.
Zeinab: As you know, since you were Special Envoy in 2012
to Syria for both the United Nations & the Arab League, you
tried to come up with a plan, political process, humanitarian
help & so on … but you gave up. You resigned.

Kofi: That’s correct.
Zeinab: Because it’s a tough thing to do to try to get a workable
strategy.
Kofi: I had hoped that my resignation would’ve sent a powerful
message to the UN Security Council that you have to work
together & speak with one voice.
Zeinab: But it didn’t, did it? The situation just got worse &
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worse: around half a million dead, twelve million displaced
or are refugees.

Kofi: Objectively it is much worse now than it was in 2012. I think
in 2012 the ball was dropped after the Geneva Communiqué
which was not fully & properly done when (UN members) went
back to New York.
Zeinab: Do you think that you were perhaps duped when

you were in that role? Did you realize that it was a front at
the time? That you might’ve just been used as diplomatic
façade?

Kofi: I wouldn’t say that it was a front, in a sense, but I do say
that I lost my trips on the way to Damascus. I told the Council
that although this was an impossible task, but we could at least
make a difference if we work together & stay united. At the
early stages they did stay united, they did come up with jointstatements but eventually the mission fell apart. That was when
I realized that I was, perhaps, much more serious about peace
in Syria than they were.
Zeinab: Well the Syrian Conflict has shown, of course, that it

is a rivalry between the United States & Russia both backing
different partners. Russia, of course, supporting Bashar alAssad. But now relations between the two countries are at
their lowest; some commentators say possibly “the worst
since the Cold War”. Are you worried that this rivalry
between Washington & Moscow could escalate now?

Kofi: I am concerned & worried. I think they ought to find a way
of engaging in a calm way, preferably, behind-the-scenes. The sort
of language that is being thrown around, coming from leaders,
is just unimaginable. I mean, it’s interesting to hear people in
your profession, journalists, saying that we are trying to make
sense out of all this noise, & they are not talking about noise
from the streets, they are talking about noise from governmental
headquarters—from the offices of presidents. This is unusual. In
a way, some of the things that we are witnessing today, if had
happened in a third-world country, using that sort of language,
in the days of Idi Amin, the lectures we would have received!
Zeinab: What kind of language? I mean Mike Pompeo, the
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CIA Director, set to become the next U.S. Secretary of State
has signaled “years of soft U.S. policy towards Russia is now
over” & “Russia is a danger to our country” is that the kind
of thing you’re referring to?

Kofi: Exactly that’s the kind of thing I’m referring to.
Zeinab: And from Moscow similar rhetoric.
Kofi: Yeah & these are mature leaders. They should find a way
of communicating. I mean, I’m not sure at the end-of-the-day the
people they are trying to impress are really impressed by this
sort of language. People want leadership. They want to be lead
in the proper direction. They want vision. leaders who think
you ought to flex their muscles to show they are a powerful
leader, this is not the way.
Zeinab: So that’s the United— [loud applause from

audience]. I assume though you’re talking about Donald
Trump. President Trump—

Kofi: He has a special language for diplomacy [Kofi laughs].
Zeinab: Alright, but what about Russia which has attracted
a lot of criticism for supporting Bashar al-Assad? Do you see
Russia as a danger?

Kofi: Honestly, I believe that there are so many proxy wars
going on in Syria, that some of the fighting going on has nothing
to do with the Syrians. We should be careful not to point fingers
only at the Russians, there are quite a few other players in the
theatre.
Zeinab: So here we are talking about Syria, as I said 12

million people are displaced or are refugees, but if you
look at what is going on in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo a similar number of people are displaced. Terrible
violence, particularly in the Kivus region. Do you know it
has not gotten as much attention as Syria? Shouldn’t you, as
arguably the best-known & most widely-admired African,
currently in the world, be speaking about the DRC every
day of the week?

Kofi: No. What is happening in DRC is very tragic. Attempts
have been made to get the government to cooperate. There are
so many envoys operating in Congo today, I am not even sure
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I can list them all. Situations like Congo, in this case, there is a
limit to international pressure & international influence & we
need to find a way of strengthening the local population & local
civil society to take on the fight & work with them.
Zeinab: But you know you said “oh there are lots of envoys

there” but there are sixteen thousand UN stabilization forces
in the DRC, a country the size of Western Europe. So that
really—they’re not going to be able to be very, very effective.
Jan Egeland the head of the Norwegian Refugee Council
says, “The Democratic Republic of the Congo is one of the
worst crises on earth, yet no one seems to care about it.” Is
he right & why do you think it doesn’t count, is it because
they’re Africans?

Kofi: That could be a big part of that, also the fact that it’s
a crisis that has been going on for a long time. The first UN
presence in the Congo date back to 1960 & we’ve been there
almost continuously till now. So, there is a bit of fatigue & there
is also a real leadership crisis in the Congo.
Zeinab: So, as I said before, arguably you’re the best-known
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African today. The first black African to become head of the
United Nations with a career that spans over six decades
during which you were the head of UN peacekeeping
operations. But, I put it to you that in your time the UN
charter’s aim was not met, particularly pertaining to Rwanda.
You saw the Rwanda Genocide happen when you were head
of peacekeeping operations. The (UN) charter’s’ aim is to
save succeeding generations from the scourge of war. Didn’t
the Peacekeeping mission fail the people of Rwanda?

Kofi: Now, you can argue that we failed the people of Uganda—
Rwanda & we failed the people of Bosnia, as you mentioned
earlier. I think what is important here when we talk of the UN we
ought to be very clear which UN we are talking about. There are
two UNs in my judgment: there is a UN that is made-up of the
member states who sit on the Security Council, who are the P5,
who also are in the General Assembly which give the Secretary
General & the secretariat its mandates & the commensurate
resources to carry out the mandate. And then there is a second
UN under the Secretary General which implements the program.
In Rwanda, it was extremely difficult to get the member-states
to move. First, Rwanda crisis came soon after Somalia, when
the American planes were shot-down the US withdrew & all
Western countries withdrew with the US. At the point of time
that point people had thought it was going well in Rwanda,
that everything fell apart & no one wanted to send troops in
anymore. Even when we asked them to at least ‘increase the
troops which were there’—
Zeinab: I have to ask, when did you become aware of the
danger? There were numerous warnings from people on
the ground in Rwanda. You must have received at least 10
warnings. For example, in November 1993 General Romeo
Dallaire2 the Force Commander of UNMAIR (the United
Nations Assistance Mission in Rwanda) prior to & during the

2- General (ret) Roméo Dallaire is founder of the Roméo Dallaire Child Soldiers with the mission to end the recruitment and use of child soldiers. He
is also a respected government & UN advisor & former Canadian Senator.
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1994, alerted you to the possibility of what might happen3,
yet received no response.

Kofi: Romeo Dallaire is a good friend & an honorable officer.
When he sent that message to my military advisors indicating ‘it
is also possible that it is a trap’, it meant they could walk into a
trap without warning. Not only that, soon after that ten Belgian
soldiers were also killed. The member states were not ready to
send in troop & in this situation, when you say, “the UN failed”,
which UN are you talking about?
Zeinab: I’m asking you, because in January you received

a cable from General Romeo Dallaire who said he wanted
approval to use force against what he described as “crimes
against humanity”. Also, Jacques-Roger Booh-Booh4 the UN
Special Envoy to Rwanda also said that “in view of Rwanda’s
long & tragic history of ethnic conflict the possibility of
ethnically motivated incidents is a constant threat”. There
were these things that were coming to you, in January &
February. How did you respond? Because they said that they
didn’t get the reaction they wanted.

Kofi: No, they didn’t. He was on the line all the time with our
military advisor.
Zeinab: And you?
Kofi: I—I didn’t-- he came to New York to talk to me. We brought
3- In late 1993, Dallaire received his commission as the Major-General of
the United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda. UNAMIR’s goal was to
assist in the implementation of the Arusha Accords, a peace agreement intended to end the Rwandan Civil War. The UN attempted to negotiate with
the Hutus (Rwandan army), & the Tutsis (rebel commander Paul Kagame).
He arrived in Rwanda, during a transitional period in which Tutsis were to
be given positions of power within the Hutu government. There were early
signs that something was amiss & on January 22, 1994, a French DC-8 aircraft landed in Kigali, the capital of Rwanda, loaded with ammunition and
weapons for the Rwandan Armed Forces (FAR). Despite his telegram to the
UN, Dallaire was not permitted to seize the weapons, as this was deemed
to be an action beyond his UN mandate.
4- Jacques-Roger Booh-Booh (born February 5, 1938) was the Minister of
External Relations of Cameroon from 1988 to 1992 and the head of United
Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR)
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him back for consultation. But what is important, what you
should hear, is that not everything that comes from the field
that you jump on immediately. See, with two thousand five
hundred soldiers, even if he used half of them to try to stop
this…they would have been slaughtered the way the Americans
were-Zeinab: But that’s not what he told you. He told HARDtalk

though, in 2002 General Dallaire, had said he could’ve
stopped the genocide with “five thousand peacekeepers,
they tied my hands because they were gun-shy”.

Kofi: But he did not have the five-thousand soldiers.
Zeinab: No, he had two & a half thousand.
Kofi: He had two & a half & that would have been the first
attack. If even ten or fifteen were killed in the first attach, the
member states would want to withdraw the troops the way the
Americans withdrew in Somalia.
Zeinab: Sure, but did you not say on January the 10th, in a
cable, back to Dallaire & Booh-Booh “we must handle this
information with caution” & “no reconnaissance or other
action should be taken until there is clear guidance from
headquarters.”? It seems like you were almost suggesting
that they were exaggerating what might be going on on-theground.

Kofi: But even if they were not exaggerating you needed to think
through the implications of the action they were contemplating.
It was evident that they did not have the resources to take on
the challenge they were confronted with. I mean you talk about
18,000 (16,000) UN troops in Congo & it’s a drop in the bucket.
You know, & often the UN has made those mistakes in the past.
We put in these small numbers of soldiers, who are not always
well-equipped, they are too large to hide, yet too small to make
a difference. And that is the terrible sort of awkward situation—
Zeinab: But how did you feel once you realized, I mean
eight hundred thousand people were killed.

Kofi: All of us who worked in that period were really shattered by
the experience & that’s why I pushed for the “RESPONSIBILITY
TO PROTECT” which states: It is the responsibility of each State
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to protect its population from genocide, war crimes, ethnic
cleansing & crimes against humanity. when any State fails
to meet that responsibility, the “international community”
is responsible for helping to protect people threatened with
such crimes. Before this UN resolution you can say that this is a
question of sovereignty: we have not been invited we—
Zeinab: So that was a landmark achievement there, but the

UN report to the Security Council at the end of May 1995, the
genocide took place April 1994, said on the UN mission there
“we must all realize that we have failed in our response to
the agony of Rwanda & have thus acquiesced in the continued
loss of human lives.” Do you feel that you’ve acquiesced in
those deaths?

Kofi: I don’t think we’ve acquiesced but were helpless. If you
use the word “acquiesce” you’re implying that the 2500 troops
there could have stopped the genocide.
Zeinab: You don’t feel that you’ve acquiesced. You’ve had a
long, distinguished career in the United Nations, would you
say that period was that the lowest point in your career?

Kofi: For me, as an African coming from the continent, being
in the peacekeeping department & yet, not being able to do
anything to help is where we failed but did not acquiesce.
Zeinab: you said, “never again”. Everybody said that. And
yet in 1995, the year after Rwanda, around seven to eight
thousand Bosnian Muslim men & boys were killed by Serbs
at Srebrenica &, again, the United Nations was criticized for
failing to prevent the massacre.

Kofi: Now it’s always easy to find a scapegoat: At the UN I used
to say the letters “SG” does not stand for Secretary General, it
stands for scapegoat. [Audience laughs] You can scapegoat the
Secretary General & the UN even when the resources required
are not made available.
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Zeinab: But it’s the OUN’s 5 report in 1999, which by

then you were Secretary General, that was scathing in its
criticisms of the UN. It said that “had UN troops had engaged
in attacking Serbs directly, it is possible that events would
have unfolded differently”.

Kofi: It may have.
Zeinab: But the UN’s own report is critical of the UN. You’ve
released it. [Kofi laughs] Is the UN fit for its purpose?

Kofi: I think that the UN can be improved. It’s not perfect but if
it didn’t exist you would have had to create it. I think what we
need to look at is how the UN acts, the UN structure & decision
makings process, whether in the COUNCIL or GENERAL
ASSEMBLY.
Zeinab: Off course I know you worked very hard to try to

reform the SECURITY COUNCIL & expand its membership’s
permanent seats for Japan, Africa, India … Let me put to you
what John Sawers, former MI6 Intelligence Chief & former
ambassador to the UN said just recently, “we’re seeing a
reversion to a great-power world where the multinational
institutions that we built up after 1945 are becoming less
effective. There is more competition partly because of the
politics that is leading to big-man leaders like Trump, Putin,
Xi Jinping, Erdoğan & others.”
Do you think it is where we are headed, with less relevance
for institutions like the UN & more focus on the big-man?

Kofi: I think it appears we are headed that way, but I hope the
pendulum will swing back. I think that these strong leaders will
come to understand that the approach they are taking doesn’t
5- The Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) supported the idea
of an independent Ukraine. During World War II the OUN was split in
two factions called Melnykivtsi and Banderivtsi, headed by Andrew Melnyk
and Stepan Bandera. They both struggled against Nazi Germany and Soviet
Russia and were united by the idea of independence for Ukraine but sometimes had divergent views with each. Moscow saw the Ukrainian nationalists as a dire threat and produced much Soviet propaganda blackening
them especially Bandera who was falsely accused of crimes against both
Ukrainians and Jews.
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work. We live in such an interdependent world & we have so
many issues that no one country can resolve, however powerful.
There’s also something happening here, a shift is taking place
in terms of power shifting to other regions: Asia & China
inparticular, & that is very difficult for some—in places like
America, to accept but its irreversible. The trend will continue,
we need to find ways of dealing with it.
Zeinab: Where do you think American foreign policy is
heading? As you mentioned America there, you know
because seeing John Bolton, the new National Security
Advisor, a man you remember from your time at the UN. He
was the US ambassador to the UN who famously said: “you
could blow up ten floors at the UN & nobody would notice
the difference” not getting rid of people but in terms of its
mandate & what it can achieve.

Kofi: That would be very dangerous. I hope that if the US were
to pull out next month I hope the other parties to the agreement,
the Europeans & the Iranians, will stick together & let the US
decide to isolate itself. It would be disruptive, it would cause
problems. They are going to tear up the Iran Agreement at
the same time as they are going to talk to the North Koreans?
What incentive would North Koreans have to talk or come to an
agreement when they know US can tear it up the way they are
tearing up the Iranian Agreement?
Zeinab: Which of the big-men do you fear the most?
Kofi: I don’t fear any of the big men. I worry about them in
our world. [Kofi laughs] I worry about them in our world & the
problems they can cause for us. Honestly, when I refer to the
need for cool heads & sound judgment I’m talking to all of them.
Zeinab: So here you are, you’ve turned eighty, when are
you going to finally retire? [Audience laughs].

Kofi: I hope Nan didn’t plant that question.
Zeinab: That’s your wife?
Kofi: That’s my wife yeah. [Kofi & audience laughs]. Yeah, that’s
a constant debate.
Zeinab: What’s your answer to her & to us?
Kofi: I keep promising that I will slow down but I don’t think
is possible.
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Cats Will Dream of Mice or Foolish
Wishful Thinking!
Ardeshir Zahedi (Montreux, Switzerland) May 25, 2018
This opinion piece by Ardeshir Zahedi appeared in The New York Times
on May 31, 2018

American Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo’s
statement on Iran was both bewildering &
saddening. As the head of foreign policy of
a great power, & previously the director of
the CIA, he should be better informed about
Iran, its people, & history.
Bullying rarely succeeds & has never
been successful against the nation of Iran.
Through the millennia of its history, my country has never
stooped or bowed to foreign aggression & has always remained
united in the face of adversity. Iran’s noble people, whatever
their opinion of the current government may be, when exposed
to outside threats have always stood together & helped defend
their homeland. History has quickly taught foreign aggressors
to abandon their wishful idea of crushing Iran.
Cats will dream of mice! NO ONE WILL BE ABLE TO CRUSH
IRAN.
With a territory of 636,000 square miles, a population of eightytwo million, Iran is no Iraq & will be able to resist any attack
by foreign military. We should recall the case of Iraq & the war
which was based on forged documents & lies. The US attack on
that nation had no moral authority & was unlawful. The outcome
was massive death & devastation. Hundreds of thousands of
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innocent civilians died, many millions had their lives & futures
completely destroyed. Financially, according to the office of the
US President, seven trillion dollars were wasted.
Are the policy-makers at the State Department & the CIA this
ignorant of history?
Iran has been denounced for interfering in Syria. What is not
mentioned is, Iran’s presence in Syria is by invitation of the
Syrian government, the legitimate government of this sovereign
nation. It is the presence of the US & other western countries’
secret armies in Syria that violates international law. The
continuous carnage, brutality & atrocities against the civilian
population of Yemen is not only a war crime but an attack on
humanity as well.
Can we ever forgive or forget these barbarities?
On the 23rd & 24th of May, the headline story on BBC World
Service was a heart-wrenching report showing a wedding party
in a Yemeni village, where women, men, & young children were
celebrating the marriage of a loved one. It was supposed to be
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one of the happiest days of their life. In an instant, a random
Saudi airstrike hits the village & kills twenty-two. Celebration is
turned into mourning, wedding in to a funeral.
How can we ever justify the massacre of innocent children & the
starvation & destruction of a country?
What madness is responsible for this unprecedented tragedy?
Is this twenty-first-century justice?
Iran & the United States were first introduced one hundred &
sixty years ago & can become friends again. The mention of the
names of such high-minded Americans as Howard Baskerville,
Morgan Shuster, Arthur Millspaugh, Arthur Upham Pope &
Richard Frye still brings warm feelings to Iranian hearts.
Even if one of the signatories withdraws from the P5+1 nuclear
agreement (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action), JCPA is still a
valid & binding document.
I pray that wisdom will triumph & diplomatic maturity will
prevail.
The social situation in Iran will undoubtedly evolve. I have
great hope & confidence in the youth of Iran, whose character,
intelligence & competence will shape the country’s future. I
am happy & hopeful when I see that in the four corners of the
world, most experts on the region see reality more clearly &
publicly defend the honor & rights of my noble Iranian brothers
& sisters.
I both appreciate & respect their views.
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Why Iran will choose to negotiate
with Trump
By Zalmay Khalilzad 2007-2009 U.S .ambassador to the
United Nations

The Trump administration’s withdrawal from the Iran nuclear
deal & a subsequent speech by Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
have engendered a range of responses: Some welcomed the new
hard line, but most expressed concern & criticism. Critics have
accused the administration of calling for war or regime change;
others have denounced its strategy as unrealistic.
In actuality Trump administration’s approach has a reasonable
chance of succeeding with Iran. A key point that seems to have
been overlooked by many of the commentators is that the
Trump administration has indicated a willingness to enter into
negotiations, even as it escalates pressure against Iran through
sanctions. And a policy of maximum pressure, followed by
negotiation & deal-making, means that a comprehensive
agreement between the two countries is not out of the question.
Perhaps the most intriguing message embedded in the Pompeo
speech was the signalling of a desire to engage Iran in negotiation
for a comprehensive agreement leading to normalization of
relations. Pompeo invited Iran to “look at our diplomacy with
North Korea” as evidence of the administration’s willingness to
engage adversaries in negotiations on very complex issues.
Trump’s pressure tactics likely won’t bring Iran to its knees or
facilitate the overthrow of the regime in the foreseeable future
– but his approach might bring the Iranians to the negotiating
table. Tehran is at present disinclined to take up the idea of
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direct negotiations with the
US. It is focused on seeking
an agreement with the
Europeans to compensate for
the losses that it will suffer
because of new American
sanctions
&
assurances
against pushing for limits on
Iranian missiles & its regional
policies. In the months
ahead, it will probably assess
its own options with several
factors in mind.
First, Iran is likely to be disappointed by Europe. It is true that
European governments are unhappy with the U.S. withdrawal
from the nuclear agreement & the imposition of sanctions on
Iran. But to European firms, the U.S. market is far more important
than Iran. Global European companies are withdrawing from
Iran, & no realistic European policy can fundamentally change
this reality. Besides, given the limited size of European economic
exposure to Iran, which is less than that vis-à-vis Kazakhstan,
Europe is unlikely to provide the assurances & guarantees that
Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, has sought.
Second, a race toward nuclear weapon is fraught with risks.
Iran could abandon the nuclear agreement & produce as much
uranium as quickly & at as high a level of enrichment as it would
like. Khamenei has already announced that he has ordered
preparations to “upgrade” Iran’s enrichment capacity. Iran
could also decide to restart work on weapon designs & fuses,
& sprint to a nuclear weapons capability without declaring
that it is doing so. But any such Iranian decision, if it became
known, would most probably lead the Europeans to join the US
in imposing sanctions. Given that Washington has stated that it
will not allow Iran to acquire nuclear weapons, Tehran would
also be risking an attack aimed at its nuclear infrastructure
(perhaps more). The Iranians would probably also lose the
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support of Russia & China — at a time when some in the Iranian
leadership are pushing for stronger ties with both. It appears
unlikely they would pursue this course in the near term.
Third, Iran’s calculation will certainly be shaped by assessments
of the impact of U.S. strategy. It is unclear how comprehensive U.S.
sanctions will be & how damaging these would be to Iran’s already
weak economy. It is likely that fresh U.S. sanctions will cause
significant damage by discouraging investment, encouraging
further capital flight & perhaps increasing labor unrest.
If sanctions against Iran are accompanied by pressure against
Iranian proxies in the region, through support to those willing
to resist them, Iran will confront the choice between retreat or
escalation. Escalating will divert resources from use at home
& add to Tehran’s economic & perhaps political problems,
including increasing tensions among factions inside the regime,
strengthening those who seek a fundamental change. Such a
development in turn could risk instability & perhaps even revolt.
Iran may already be in a pre-revolutionary phase; hardship
from sanctions & increased costs of its involvement in regional
conflicts could tip the balance.
Fourth, Iran will watch developments in the U.S.-North Korea
negotiations. It appears that U.S. withdrawal from the nuclear
agreement with Iran has not, at least for now, undermined the
North Korean desire for negotiations & a search for settlement.
The Singapore summit was a promising start, with difficult,
complex & vital details of a final agreement to be negotiated.
Real progress with North Korea could have a salutary effect on
Iran, encouraging its leaders to engage in negotiations with the
United States.
Iran is for the moment unprepared to enter direct negotiations
with the US. But with more economic pressure & increased costs,
Tehran may change its approach & become willing to start a
dialogue that can lead to talks based on the interests of the two
countries, ultimately leading, perhaps, to normal relations. The
alternative path would entail huge economic costs & even the
risk of a conflict — outcomes that Iran can ill afford.
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This article first published in Global Opinions on May 30th 2018.
Permission to reprint has been obtained by Rahavard.

Why Trump’s plans for regime change in Iran
will have the opposite effect
By Michael McFaul & Abbas Milani
Iranians burn an image of President Trump during a protest in
Tehran on May 11 against his decision to withdraw from the 2015
nuclear deal. (Credit: Tasnim News Agency via Reuters)

About Authors
Michael McFaul is director of the Freeman
Spogli Institute for International Studies, a
Hoover fellow at Stanford University and a
contributing columnist for The Post. He was
previously special assistant to President Barack
Obama at the National Security Council from
2009 to 2012 and U.S. ambassador to Russia from 2012 to 2014.
Abbas Milani is a research fellow and codirector of the Iran Democracy Project at the
Hoover Institution.

After President Trump unilaterally withdrew
from the Iran nuclear deal on May 8, many
analysts wondered whether he was primarily motivated by the
desire to undermine yet another of his predecessor’s foreign
policy achievements. Among the rationales Trump gave
for abandoning the deal were that “it didn’t bring calm, it didn’t
bring peace, and it never will.”
Since then, Trump administration officials and surrogates
have offered only vague outlines of their Plan B. Secretary of
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State Mike Pompeo has announced 12 conditions for returning
to talks with Tehran, and his conditions make clear that the
administration has no interest in a new arms-control deal.
Instead, the president and his entourage want to use a new
round of economic sanctions to put more pressure on the regime.
Trump and his advisers believe that, at minimum, the resulting
societal suffering will compel the mullahs to offer even greater
concessions to the United States — or perhaps even trigger
regime change.
Officially, national security adviser John Bolton has stated that
regime change is not administration policy at this time (even
though both Bolton and Pompeo have advocated just such
a position for years). Iranians of many different political
persuasions believe that neither their supreme leader, Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei, nor his Revolutionary Guard Corps would ever
be able to accept such terms. The only remaining option is
greater confrontation — maybe even of a military kind.
Over the long term, certainly, a transition to democracy in Iran
would be the most effective way to reduce tensions between
Iran and the United States and to guarantee a less disruptive
regional role for Tehran. A democratic Iran could potentially
become a strategic partner for the United States (and even
Israel). Yet Trump’s actions and Pompeo’s 12-step program
make that outcome less likely while damaging other core
American national security interests. Tough rhetoric doesn’t
always translate into effective policy. Some hope that this new
confrontational tone coming from Washington might weaken
Iran’s theocracy. In fact, however, the opposite is more likely.
For several weeks starting in December, Iran’s working class
and poor, usually the bulwarks of regime support, took to the
streets to protest gross mismanagement of the economy by the
supreme leader and his conservative allies. Many Iranians have
taken to blaming domestic corruption rather than American
imperialism for their country’s dismal state. In Friday prayers
around the country, the faithful jeer and boo their prayer
leaders, on several occasions declaring “our enemy is here,
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not in the United States.” Commentators inside Iran have
been questioning the hundreds of millions spent on foreign
adventures in Syria, Yemen and Lebanon. Some also have
assailed the vast and opaque sums paid to religious foundations.
Until this month, much to the consternation of Iranian hardliners, many Iranians were urging greater engagement with the
West as a solution to the country’s problems.
Trump’s decision, however, has turned attention inside Iran
back on the United States. The regime now has new evidence for
its argument that the United States — pressured by Israel and
Saudi Arabia — is seeking to impoverish the Iranian people.
Patriotic Iranians, including those opposed to the autocratic
regime, are now likely to rally around the flag, just as they have
done during earlier periods of rising external threats.
The hard-liners in Iran, who agreed with Trump that the nuclear
deal was the worst agreement in modern Iranian history, now
trumpet that they were right all along about the deceptive
Americans. The theocratic regime finds itself in the unusual
position of enjoying good standing with the international
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community while the United States is isolated. This reversal
in roles between the United States and the Islamic republic
strengthens Iran’s autocrats.
Almost all of those fighting for democratic change inside Iran
welcomed the nuclear deal and the lifting of sanctions that
went with it. Initial signs suggest that they oppose the Trump
administration’s new confrontational moves. While some in the
Iranian diaspora and even inside Iran embrace the new tough
rhetoric of the Trump administration — repeating the refrain
that the current leadership only understands force — most seem
to fear that this rhetoric will ultimately benefit the same mullahs
whose despotic rule has been a disaster. Many also worry that
the new policy will further push Iran into even closer ties to
Russia and China — for years, a strategic objective of Khamenei
and his allies.
Containing Iran’s belligerent actions abroad should be a high
priority for the Trump administration, as well as engaging
in arms control to limit Iran’s ballistic missile program and
supporting ideas of democracy and human rights. Yet all these
elements of a comprehensive strategy for dealing with Iran
could have been pursued without withdrawing from the Iran
nuclear deal.
And they can still be pursued without pursuing coercive regime
change — not because the goal of democratization is a bad one,
but because the strategy selected by Trump will not succeed.
Democracy will come to Iran when the people of Iran have their
reckoning with their ruthless and incompetent rulers. Tragically,
the new Trump strategy delays that reckoning.
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